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A

The Legal Affairs Committee hereby submits to the European Parliament

the following motion for a resolution, together with explanatory statement:

I'IOTLON FOR A RBSOI,UTION

ontheposi-tionoftheEuropeanCommunitiesinPubliclntcrnationallaw

The European Parliament,

- having regard to the Treaty establishing the EuroPean coal and steel

Conununity, and in particular Article 6 thereof,

- having regard to the Treaty establiehing the EuroPean Economic

comnunity, and in particular Articles 113, ]-L4,2LO' 228,235 and 238

thereof,

- having regard to the Treaty estabtishing the European Atomic Energy

comnunity, and in particular Articles 1O1, L84, 203 and 206 thereof,

- noting the increasing activity of the Eurotrrean Conmunities in inter-

national relations, and fully aware of the role of the European

Conununities with regard to third countries and international
organizations,

- having regard to the specific legal characteristics of the EuroPean

Communities vrhich eet them aPart from intergovernmental organizationg

of the,traditional t1pe, both ae rcAardg the objectives aaaigned to them

by the treaties estabtiehing them, and as regards the distribution of

pohrerE between the communities and the Member states, particularly

in foreign affairs,

- considerinq that in
interPreted both in
to the Provigions i

- having regard to the report of the Lega1 Affairs committee (Doc.5(t7 /771,

1. Reaffirms that the activities of each of the EuroPean iommunities in the

area of international relations have their legal basis in the provisions of the

respective Treaties;

2. Furry supports the principres laid dor.rn and affirmed in the opiniot'sI of

the Court of Justice, whereby:

(a) the posrer of the cqnnrunities to enter irtto conutritments with

third countries derives implicitly from the provisions of the

Treaties granting the Conununities Povrers over internal matters

provided that the aim is the achievement of one of the objectives

of the communities;

the true community spirit the Treaties should be

the light of their objectivee and having regard

n the text,

November L975, P. 18 and OJ No- c IO71os
3

No. C 268' 22
uay L977, P. 4
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(b) all comnunity Powers to conclude trade agreemente with
third countries preclude - by their very exiEtcnce - thc
exercise of any concurrent Powers by the Irtember States.

3. Emphasizes the implicatione of the judgmentel of the court of Juotic€
asserting the Communities' authority to negotiate and conclude ottrrml
aqreements whenever the internatlonal obiectivee Br€ dlrcctlv relatod to
internal Community objectives;

4. Notes that such Community authoritv derives from the Treatiee, that is
to say, from the explicit provisions read in the context of the Treaties as

a whole and their specified objectives, and from thc necessary implicationa
which flow from the provisions of the Treaties.
5. Urges the Council and the Conunission, therefore, to use the

instruments available to the Comnunitiee in euch a htay that the Cornnunities'

international relatione further the aehievement of the objcctivea laid dourn

in the Treatiee of Paris and Rome;

o

oo

6. Reaffirms the need to ensure democratic control of all Conununity action,
and recalls its previous resolutions aimed - particularly in the light of the

budgetary powera it now possesaes - at greater and more effective participation
by the European Parliament in the conclusion of the Conununities' external
agreements.

7. Notes that the Heads of State and of Government meeting at the llague

summit of December 1969, went beyond a literal interpretation of tha
Treaties establighing the Communitics and Bet up the machinery for political
cooperation between the Member Statcs, thus paving the way for a truo
foreign policy, which is an eseential feature of any future Europaen union.

8. Stresses the special contribution which the European Parliament has

always made to the Corununities' international relations, both through
meetings between its delegations and the parliamentary delegations'of
third countries, and through its well-established and continuoue coolrcration
with the Council of Europe and in particular its Parliamentary Aaa.nbly.

1court of ,fustice, 31 March 1971 (aETn, caEe 22/70'), court Reportg
197L, p. 263
Court of Justice, L2 December 1972 (fnternational Fruit Company,
caEes 2L - 24/72), Court RePorts L972, g. 1219
court of Justice, 30 april 1974 (Haegeman, case LAL/73), Court Reports
L974, p. 449
court of Justice, 14 May L974 (J. Nold, case 4/73), court Report8
1974, p. 491
court of Justice, 24 JuIy 1976 (Ieamer, cases 3, 4 and 6/76)
Court Reports L976, p. L279
court of Justice, 15 December 1976 (Donckerwolcke, case 4L/76), court
Reports L976, p.l92l

-5- Pr.47.6ao/'rtn.



g. Sc Lemnly reaffirms the position it has adopted in numerous

resolutions supporting resolute action by the Conrmunities in their
relations in international Iaw, both as regarda Community measures and

those concerning the coordination of Member States' foreign policias.

10. Instructs its President to forward this reeolution and the report
of its committee to the Council and Commission of the Corununities and,

for information, to the parliaments and the governments of the Member

States.

-7- PE 47.6A0/fin.
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EXPLANAT ORY STATEMEISI'

I. COTfIEXT

(a) The Legal Affairs comrnittee requested authorization to draw up this
report when some of its members raised doubts about whether the Ccmmunities

could act officially on the international scene and, in particular, be a

party to international agreements, partrcularly those not specifically
referred to in the Treatyl.

(b) Relying on observation of the facts, your committee decided to consider
the matter from a strictly legal point of view (analysis of the text of the

treaties and the case law of the Court of Justice of the European Communities),

while at the same time working within the political context of the achieve-
ment not only of the immediate objectives but also of the 'virtualr or

'potential' objectives of the three Cofiununity treaties, that is to say the

establishment among the Member States of a political union in a form yet to
be determined.

(c) Speaking of the Communities, a French politician has said that Europe

is a 'non-person'; this is not the place for a debate on differing attitudes
to Europe; suffice it to say that this statement is contradicted by the text
of the Treaties establishing the Communities and by analysis of these texts
and of the facts. The Court of,Justice has, on several occasions, made just
such an analysis and the European Parliament has also pronounced on these

matters on numerous occasions.

(d) Articles 6 of the Ecsc Treaty, 2lO of the EEc Treaty and I84 of the

EAEC Treaty state that 'the Coxununity shall have Iegal personality', which,
in line with general legaI theory, means that each Community can be subject
to active and passive law, that is to say can have rights and obligations;
fundamentally, the legal personality of an international organization is
not the source of its povrers but a consequence of its porvers. The p*r.t"2
of an international organization derive from the Treaties establishing it.

see the opinion (Doc. 57/72), by lrtr: Springorum, on behalf of the Legal
Affairs Committee, oD 'the Euratom research programrne decided upon by the
Council on 21 December 1971 and on the agreements between European states
on certain joint research projects to be undertaken in cooperation with
the Commission of the European Communities (COST agreements)'.

A11 po.rers are limited by the objectives assigned to each organization; a

system of extensive and diversified polrers should be matched by a fully
organized legal. control; this is the case for the Communities (see example
EEC Treaty, Articles 164 to 188).

-I0- PE 47.6aO/fin.



(e) The legal personality of the cornmunities - deriving from the powers

which the Member stEtes have granted them by concluding and ratifying the

Treaties - are manifest both internally and externally:

- The Communities are a reality for the Member States and for their citizens:

from the legal point of view, suffice it to mention the principles of the

primacy of community Law over national law and of the direct applicability

of certain provisions of Community Lawl'

_ The communities are a reality in international rerations. rn establishing

them,theMernberstatesnotonlygavethemlegalgersonalttybutalso
assigned to them certain aims in international affairs and gave them the

means to achieve them. The comrnunities are therefore able to maintain a

legal position different from that of the l'ledber States'

(f) However, this personality can be expressed in international affairs only:

(i) if other persons in international law (states and other interna-

tional organizations) trecognize' the Communities, such recogni-

tion falls within the 'sovereignty' of these Persons in interna-

tional Iaw; it is extremely important to point out that they are

free to grant or withhold such recognition;

(ii) It is clear that one of the conditions necessary for such recog-

nition would be lacking if the lvlember states, in practice,

retained some of the powers which they transferred to the

communities when ratifying the Treaties. In this case, third

states and other international organizations might feel that in

their relations with the communities there $ras a danger that they

would have to deal with a body which did not in fact or - ae the

case may be - in law, poseess the necessary Po\^'ers to fulfil ite

undertakings '

(iii)I]uttheforegoingconditionisanegativeone;andwhenitis
fulfilled, it only becomes a sufficient condition if the coruIunity

institutions exercise fu1Iy, in the field of international rela-

tions,notonlythepowersgrantedthemexpresslybytheTreaties,
but also the powers which are implicitly derived therefrom2.

These two PrinciPles,
discussed both in the
and in mY rePort (Doc.

See note i to Point 1

reaffirmed on numerous occasions by Parliament' are
report by Mr RIVIEREZ (Doc. 390/75, points 1 to 13)

297/72, points 7 to 10) -

belov'r.
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(s)Iftheabovetwoconditionsarefulfilled,theCommunitiescanusethe
legal instrumentsl available to them for the exercise of their povrers in

international affairs. Legar personality only confers actual personality

whenthePersonisinapositiontoact.I.fthelawrecognizestheexigtence
of the Communities. legal. Srrsonality, but'the political will is lacking,

thenthegovernmentsoftheMemberstatescouldjustlybecriticizedfor
failing to fulfil all the obligations incumbent on them through the signing

of the treaties '

(h) The motion for a resolution before you is aimed at allor*ing Parliament

to make it clear on as wide a front as possible both in the light of an analy-

sie of its position oo this subiect2 over the last five years and in the

light of the decisions and judgments of the court of Justic"3, anua ah"

community can and must be actively involved in all discussions on matters

fallingwithinthesphereofoneofthethreeEuropeanCommunitiesor
within the framework of the coordira tion procedures drawn uP by the Member

states for the implementation of political cooperation4.

See section V belol'r'

See section VI belcr'l'

See section IV below'

For this Point see the rePort
Political Affairs Committee bY

(Doc. 427/77) drawn uP on behalf of the
MT BLUMEMELD.

-L2- PE 47.68O/tLo.
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II. THE PI,ACE OF THE EI'ROPEAN COMITII'NITIES WITHIN TIIE LEGAL

CATEGORY OF INTERDIATIONAIJ ORGA}IIZATIONS

General considerations
1. unlike nation states, international organizations are not sovereign
bodies possessing general and full powers. Ttreir activities are restrict,ed
to a well-defined area covering the objectives they are intended to achieve.
International organizations may be granted only those porrrers necessary for
them to attain such objectives, which limit the activities and are the reason
for the existence of the organizations.

2- 1[his principre, which is anarogous to that appried to pubric bodies
under national Iaw, has been defined as the principle of the particularity
of international organizations. rt provides their legal foundat,ion, has
been enshrined in their statutes and is confirmed by caee raw.

3. rnternational organizations are in fact an instrument enabling the
member states to achieve jointry objectives of mutual interest. They
discharge the responsibilities given to them with a view to attaining
their specific aoals and are endowed with the powers necessary for thisI
PurPose .

4 ancl 5' Looking at the various tlpes'of internationar organization nore crosery
it becomes apParent that their functions can be grouped into two broad
categories,accordingtowhethertheirunderIyingPurposeis@.-ena
coordination or unification and inteqration.

5. rt is, hov,rever, apparent that arl internationar organizatione, regard_
less of the purpose for which they were set up and whatever their objeetives,
incrude among their aims cooperation and coordination. The attainment of
these aims is in fact a minimum justification of their action in the
service of internationaL solidarity.

't- rn this connection mention may be made of the theory of implicit responsib-ility which is _generally accepted in legal circles. this maintaine that,in the light of the goal-oriented or fuictional conception of theresponsibilities of international organizations, thesl organizations canonly be assigned functions or povrers directly linked to tfre purpose forwhich they were constituted. This funplies itrat internationiL -organiz-
ations cannot be_ granted merely a part of the powers necesgary to pursuethe objectives for which they were set up, but must enjoy irr'trr.responsibilities connected with the achievement of their-afilE. Thepossibility thus remains open for the responsibilities of internationalorganizations to be extended beyond tfre fi:nits laid dorrn in the actsestablishing them.

- l+3- ' PE 47.680/fin.



7. Unification and integration, on the other hand, are the province of a

specific tlpe of international organization amongst which the European

communities have a leading role.

8. While presenting certain highly specific aspects, tte general character-
istics of the European Communities are such that they fall wit,hin the overall
framework of international organizations as regards their legal personalities,
responsibilities and institutions.

(a) !-eggl-p9r9gsgU!y

9. Each Community is based on a treaty. These treaties are similar to those

of other international organizations, but they also have a number of specific
features. In addition to the special terminology used by their authers, these
treaties also embody certain features proper to national constitutions. Thus,

in the procedure for reviewing the treaties, the institutions established by

the treaties themselves play a part and the tradit,ional method, of passing a

repealing act, does not apply. It should also be remembered t.hat the EEC and

EAEC Treaties were concluded for an indefinite period, which confirms the

permanent nature of the Communities they established.

10. Each Community has its own legal personality, whereby it exercises the
powers granted to it and defined in the treaties. The European communities

are characterized by an independence of purpose and possess a legal personal-

ity which takes its place in the international legal order, in the legal
systems of the Member States and, Iast1y, in the specific lega1 system

established by the various constitutive Actsl.

11. It. should be pointed out, however, that even though the general provisions
of the treaties e:<pressly define the legar personarity of the European

')conununities-, certain difficulties attach to any det,ermination of the detailed
content and the conditions for the exercise of this personality, particularly
in the field of international relations, difficulties whieh the United Nations
and other major international organizations have had to face.
L2. The constitutive acts and the legaI personality of international
organizations together create a unique legal order whose basis is the
activities of the bodies functioning within the framework of the organizations
themse lves.

I In thi" connection, see I. Brovrnlie, Principles of public International
La\., (Oxford 1973), p.558, which summarizes the requirements of legal
personality in international organizations as follows: (1) a permanent
association of states pursuing legitimate aims and having the relevant
organsi Q) separation of the responsibilities and aims of the organ-
ization itself from those of the llember Statesr (3) existence of respon-
ilities which can be effectively exercised at internationaL l-eveI.

2 See Art. 6 of the ECSC Treaty, Art. 2LO of the EEC Treaty and Art. 184
of the EAEC Treaty.

-14- PE 47.680/fin.



In the majority of international organizations this lega1 order regulates
the administrative matters connected with the organizations' activities (civit
service, finances, organization of services) and, furthermore, alt the acts of
the international organization vis-i-vis the bodies falling under its juris-
diction and, in particular, vis-i-vis the Member States.

13. The Community's legal order is more vast and more varied than t,hat of
other international organizations. As the Court of Justice of the European
communities has stated, 'the community constitutes a ry regar order of
international law'1; this must be understood to mean that the specific charac-
teristics of the Communities clearly set them apart from the traditional
criLeria hiLherto applied to international organizations and to the respon-
sibilities exercized by them.

(b) Bggpglgl!]ltl1Cq and normarive acrs

].4" rn considering the responsibilities given to an international organ-
ization, two aspect,s deserve consideration: the field in which these
responsibilities are exercised and the legal form of the acts in which the
exercise of Lhese responsibilities finds expression.

15. The range of activities covered by the Communities and dealt with in
the treaties, such as coal and steel production, the economy, developments
in atomic energy, social welfare, agriculture, etc., are similar to those
in which other international- organizations are involved?

16- What is different, however, is the legal form of the acts in which these
responsibilities are articulated, since the Communities - unlike traditional
types of international organization - are able to adopt acts which are binding
in the Member states and (in tne case of regulations) directly applicable intheir domestic law.
L7. seen from this point of view the difference is apparent: the
communities do not foIlow the usual pattern of existing international
organizations. Their role is in fact one of inteqration, independence vis-
i-vis the national governments, and they exercise direct iurisdiction over
the individual citizens of the Member States.

See judgment in case 26/'o2, Reports of Cases before the Court,
VoI. fX, 1963, p.12.

ft should be noted that the Communities' powers are essentially confinedto the economic and social fields, lnternational affairs in the strict
sense (defence and foreign policy) being outside the scope of the treaties
and remaining the sore responsibility of the Member states. uoreover, alarge number of act,ivities necessary to the development of the communities(for example the coordination of economic, financial and monetary policy)
can only be conducted under t.he rules applicable to international org..rira-tions for cooperat,ion only.

- 15 - PE 47.680rlfin.



(c) Institutions

18. It is not easy to classify the institutional system established by the
t,reaties of the EuroPean Communities. Looking at the Comrnunities in the
general context of international organizations, it is apparent that they
display far more highly evolved characteristics than those of an inter-
governmental organization. Ttreir institution"l, which enjoy an individual
personality and extensive powers, provide the means for implementing the
Communities' responsibilities.

19. Under the treaty establ-ishing a single Council and a single Commission
of the EuroPean Communiti""2, th."e two institutions were consolidated and
now each carry out jointly the responsibilities assigned to them in the
individual treaties. fhe European Parliament and the Court of ilustice,
on the other hand, were al-ready conunon to a1l three Communities.

20. The enlargement of the European Communities, following the accession of
the new Mernber states on 1 January 1973, brought no substantial innorrationc
in the structure and responsibilities of the four comnunity institutions,
either on the internal Community level or as regards external relations.

rrr. MArN TREATY PROVTSTONS GOVERNTNG THE COMMUNTqIEEj__EXTIEIRNAL RETTATTONS

2L. As regards the position of the Cornmunities in international law, it
should be noted at the outset that the Community legal system constitutes
the foundation for an on-going process of construction destined to transcend
its original form 3.' The proper poriticar decisions will inevitabry
stimulate far-reaching internal developmentsaffecting its very principJ.es
and legal foundations.

l-- European Parliament, Council, Commission and Court of Justice.
)' rhis Treaty was signed in Bruss_els on g Aprir r9G5. rt is probabryresponsible for the practice of commonly referring to the clmmunit-vcollectively. f t should be noted, horrever, that ieferffiG- tnecommunity is as a rule justifiable also as an impticit referenFtothe European Economic community (EEc) which frap Lhe widest field ofresponsibirities of the three treaties. This ierror' points to thefuture role of the three communities as the basis of a European unionwith powers in aII these fietds.
3

Starting from the customs union, the first achievement of the EEC Treaty,the next phase is economic and monetary union as a step tovrards the final_objective of political union (see final comrnuniqu6 of lhe paris Surunitof L9-2L October L972).

-16-
PE 47.680/ fi-n.



22. The treaties establishing the Communities contain differing texts regard-
ing the substance of the Communities' int,ernational relations. The ECSC and

EAEC Treaties, which cover highly specific areas, Iay down general respon-
sibilities as a function of the objectives or .in relation to the specific
responsibilities of the two Comrnunities. The EEC Treaty, hovrever, which

covers a far wider area without precisely defined boundaries, assigns
responsibilities in specific areas such as customs tariffs, the comnon

commercial policy, associations with third States and relations with other
international organizations.

Eggg -Trs3!v-

23. The most er<plicit provision in this connection is Article 6 of the ECSC

Treaty, which gives the Community lega1 personality and adds specifically
that 'in international- relations, the Community shall enjoy the legal capacity
it requires to perform its functions and attain its objecLives'.

The fact that the capacj-ty to act internationally, e:<p1icitly granted

to the ECSC to enable it, to perform itjr_ funct,ions and attain $ objectives,
does not figure amongst the provisions on international relations of the EEC

and EAEC Treaties in no way affects the juridical reality of these
corununities' existence at international Ievel as regards their rights to
perform their functions ancl attain theig objectivesl.

!- It has been pointed out in this connection that Article 6 of the EcSc
Treaty does not specify the extent to which the Community has the legaI
capacity under international Iaw to achieve its object.ives and that this
omission represents a factor of uncertainty for third countries. Never-
theless, once relations have been established and international obligations
entered into, the ECSC acts independently of the l{ember States with a
view to achieving its own objectives.

(a)
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(b) ElEg-Irse!y

24. Article 184 of the EAEC T::eaty lays rlown that 'the Community shall have

J-egal personality' . Chapter X of the EAEC Treaty is concerned with the
'externaL relations' of this Community. Article 101 is of particuS.ar
import,ance as regards this Community's capacities under international law.
This concerns essentially the conclusion of agreements or conventions by

this Community on matters falling within its terms of reference with a third
State, an international organizat,ion or a national of a third State.

25- In view of the extremely technical rrature of such agreements or con-
ventions, the Commission is authorized not only to conduct the relevant
negotiations in accordance with directirres given to it by the Council, but
also to conclude them with the appi:oval of the Council-. In certain cases,
moreover, the Commission negotiates and concludes the agreement or convention,
it then merely informs the Council.

26. Article 206 of the EAEC Treaty, however, t,akes over the text of Article
238 of the EEC Treaty as regards association agreements with a third State,
a union of States or an international organization.

(c) EEg--Irse!v

27. The articles of the EEC Treaty
Community are based are subdivided,
as follows:

which the exLernal relations of this
accordance with established practice,

on

in

$f _ lE, covers the concl-r.rsion of tarif f , commercial and cooperation
agreements

- Art. 238, covers association agreements.

These two articles, which are of cent,ral importance to the conununity's
responsibilities in the fiel-d of international rel-ations, are compJ-emented

by Articles 114 and 228.

28. Article 113 lays down that, where agreements with third countries need

to be negotiat-ed, the Commission shall make recommendations to the Council.
The latter shall authorize the Commission to open the necessary negotiations.
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The Cormnission shall conduct these negotiations with the third state on

the basis of directives issued to it by the Council. A special Comnittee,
appointed by the Council, shall assist it during the negotiations.

29. Article 114 gives the Council the power to conclude, on behalf of the
Corununity, agrreements with third countries. ftris art,icl-e requires the
Council's decisions to be taken unanimously during the first two stagee and

by a qualified najority thereafter.

30. Article 238 of the EEC Treaty covers the conclusion of agreements of
association between the Corununity and a third State, a union of States or an

international organization. This article is the only provision relating to
agreements vfrtich specifically provide for consultation of the European

Parliament.

Association agreements are concluded by the Council, acting unanimously.

Where such agreements involve amendments to the Treaty, these amend-

ments must first be adopted in accordance with the procedure laid down in
Article 235 of the EEC Treatyl

31. Article 228 lays dorrm the forms and procedures to be adopt,ed in
the conclusion of agreements beLween the Community and one or more States or
an internationaL organization. It provides that:

(a) negotiations concerning such agreements are the responsibility of
the Conunission;

(b) the conclusion of agreements thus negotiated is the responsibility
of the Council;

(c) where reguired by the Treaty, the European Parliament must be
consulted;

(d) if required, the Court of Justice can be requested, prior to the
conclusion of the agreement, to give an opinion as to whether
that agreement is compatible with the provisions of the Treaty,

(e) where the Court of Justice declares the agreement to be incompatible
with the provisions of the Treaty, the agreement may only enter
into force folloping a modification of the Treaty pursuant to
Article 235 of the EEC Treatyt

(f) an agreement concluded under ttrese conditions is binding both on
the Member States and on each institution.

1 Arti"l-" 236 of the EEc Treaty provides for the cal-Iing of a conference
of the permanent representatives of the governments of the Member States
with a view to determining their corunon accord to the amendments to be
made to the Treaty.
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32. lrhe provision of Article 228 of the EEC Treaty is thus unambiguous as

regards the Commission's resPonsibilities and the pre-eminent role of the

council in concluding agreements. conditions for the intervention of the

Court of Justice are also clearly laid down. The provisions regarding the

Parliament are less precise, merely calling in general terms for consult-

ation 'where required by this Treaty' '

33. A further provision which may find application in the field of the

Communities' international relations is Article 235 of the EEC Treaty.

This provision is applicable when two conditions are fulfil-Ied: firstly,

if action by the conununity should Prove necessary to attain, in the course

of the operation of the common market, one of the objectives of the

corrrmunity; secondly, if the Treaty has not provided the necessary Po\^'ers'

34. The widest possible application of this provision was expressly

stipulated by the Conference of the Heads of State or government of the

Member States meeting in Paris on 19-21 october Lg72]- '

The suitability of this provision as the legal basis for agreements

with third States or international organizations was confirmed, moreover'

by the Court of Justice in its judgrment. of 31 l'larch 197I concerning the

European road transPort Agreement2.

rv.
TO THE COURT OF JUSTICE

35. The Court of Justice of the

this matter on several occasions

European Corununities has pronounced on

in the context of judgments and opinions.

1 ,h. proposal front the Commission to the Council for a decision
conciud-ing the EuroPean Convention on the protection of international
watercourses againsl pollution (OJ No. C 99 of 2.5.75), and the
proposal for a counci-I decision on the participation of the EEc in
'negltiations for the conclusion of the Convention for the Prevention

"r'"""-p"llution 
from land-based sources (oJ No. c 114 of 27.L2.73)

were based on this provision. Irhe latter proposal was withdrawn
Uy-ifr. iomnissior, "-gt"t 

Parliament had given its opinion (OJ No. C2 of
9.L.74).

2 S.. case 22-70, RePorts of Cases before the Court, Vol-' XVII (1971) '
p.263.
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(a) 9P inions of the Court

36. These opinions were delivered pursuant to the second paragraph of
Article 228 (1) of the EEC Treaty. The first opinion delivered by the
Court in this connection was on 11 November 1975 and concerned the
compatibility with the EEC Treaty of a draft 'Understanding on a Local
Cost Standard' drawn up by the OECD and, more particularly, on whether the
Community had the power to conclude such an understanding. If it did, the
Court was required to rule on whether that power was exclusive.

37. The Court ru1ed1 that

'In the course of the measures necessary to implement the principles
laid down in the abovementioned provisions, particularly those covered
by Article 113 of the Treaty, concerning the common commercial policy,
the Community is empowered, pursuant to the powers which it possesses,
not only to adopt internal rules of Community Iaw, but also to conclude
agreements with third countries, pursuant to Article 113 (2) and
Article 114 of the Treaty.'

38. As regards, in particular, the exclusive power of the Community, the
Court concluded that

'Unilateral action on the part of the Member States would lead to
disparities in the conditions for the qrant of export, credits,
calculated to distort competition between undert,akings of the various
ltember States in external markets. Such distortion can be eliminated
only by means of a strict uniformity of credit conditions granted to
undertakings in the Community, whatever their nationality.

It cannot therefore be accepted that, in a field such as that governed
by the Understanding in question, which is covered by export policy
and more generally by t,he common commercial policy, the l"lember States
should exercise the power concurrent to that of the Communit,y, in
the Community sphere and in the international sphere. The pro-
visions of Articles Il3 and 114 concerning the conditions under which,
according to the Treaty, agreements on commercial policy must be
concluded, show clearly that the exercise of concurrent powers by the
Member States and the Community in Lhis matter is impossible' .

39. The Commission wasted no time in drawing the consequences from this
opinion and submitted a proposal to the Council with a view to obtaining
authorization to open negotiations with the United States and ilapan on

")

export credits'.

OJ No. c 268 of

See Tenth Annual

22.IL.75, p. 18 ff.

Report, L976, p.262.
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40. The Court's second opinion was given on 26 April 1977 and concerns the

compatibility with the provisions of the Treaty of a draft Agreement

establishing a European laying-up fund for inland watenlay ,e"sels1.

4L. This AgreemenL was the object of negotiations between the Commissipn,

acting on behalf of the Community on the basis of a Council decision, and

Switzerland. Delegations from six Member States (Belgium, Germany, France,

Luxembourg, Netherlands and the United Kingdom) also part,icipated in the

negotiations as signatories of previous international agreements on the
2sublects .

42. In point 5 of its opinion, the Court confirmed the Council's right,
with a view to attaining the common transPort policy, as provided in
Articles 74 and 75 of the EEC Treaty, to lay down 'any other appropriate
provisions' as provided in Article 75(t) (c). The Conxnunity is therefore
not only entit,led to enter into contractual- relations with a third country

in this connection but also has Lhe power, while complying with the

provisions of the Treaty, to cooperate with that country in setting up an

appropriate organism such as the public international institution which it
is proposed to establish under the name of the 'European laying-up fund

for inland waterwaY vessels' .

43. Even though the Court concluded by finding the Agreement incompatible

with the provisions of the EEC Treaty, point 4 of the opinion upholds the

principle that the power to bind the Community vis-i-vis third countries
derives by implication from the provisions of the Treaty creating an

internal power whenever the Commission participates in an international
agreement necessary for the attainment of one of the objectives of the

Community.

(b) Judgrments of the court

44. In the area of international law, the Court has on several occasions

pronounced on the obligations devolving upon the Community from treaties
concluded with third countries or international organizations3-

'l

' Opinion of the Court of Justice of the European Communities No. I/76,
oJ No. c IO7 of 3.5.77, P. 4 ff-

2 'Amended convention on Rhine navigation'of 17 october 1968 (Mannheim
Convention) and 'Convention on the canalization of the Moselle' of
27 October 1956.

3 Ex-mpl.s: judgment of 30.4.74 in case I8L/73 (on the Association Agree-
ment with Greece), judgrment of 12.L2-72 in joined cases 2l-24/72 (on the
conformity of certain Community regulations with Article XI of the GATT),
judgment of 14.5.74 in case 4/73 (on the European Human Rights Convention).
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45. 1\ro judgrments of the court a::e of fundamental importance in determin-ing
the Commr nity's position in internacional law.

46. First and foremost is the judgment. already referred to on the European
road transport agreement of 31 March 19?f, on wliich the Couri:,s ,ERTA ease
law' is based. rn addit,ion to t-he powers contained in the substarrtive
provisions of the EEC Treaty, namely Articles l.]3 and 23g. this judgrment
gives the CcmmuniLy an external negotiating capacity where the Community
has laid down, in a given sector, 'common::uIes, as provided for by the
Treaty. Once cornmon rules ltave entered into force uncler the Community,s
legal order, the Member States no longer possess the right to act in respect
of those matters in the field of internationar relations.

47. On the basis of this principie, the Commission has felt able to refer
to the existence of comnron rul_es to justify its riqht to enter irr.i--o

negotiations with a view to concruciing agreements on the part of the
Council on behalf of Lhe Community.

44. There can therefore be Do exclusion of rhe possibility that
community might in fact take specific action in the international
matters for which the treaties do not contain pr:ovis.ions grant;ng
community powers under internationar law, when such action has an
Iink with objectives being pursued by the Community.

the
sphere on

to the
indisputable

49. This principle rvas confirmed explicitly by the court of .rustice of the
European Communities in its judgement of 14 ,ruly 1g76 in ihe joined cases

13, 4 and 6/76' - rn point l7/Lg of this judgment the court. confirmed that

'Article 210 provides that 'the Community shaI1 have legal personality'
This provision, placed at the head of par:t Six of the fieae!, devotedto'General and Final Provisions,, means that in its exLernil relat,ionsthe conrmunity enjoys the capacity to enter into international commit-
ments over '[he whole field of objectives defined in part one of theTreaty, which Part Six suppJ_ements.,

50. Poirrt L9/2o of the same judgment is siil_l more explicit in this
connection:

'To establish in a particular case vrhether the community has authorityto enter into internaLional commitnrents, regard must be had to thewhore scheme of community Iaw no less than to i_ts substantiveprovisions. such authority arises not only from an express
conferment by the TreaLy, but may equalJ_y flow impticitly from otherprovi,sions of che Treaty, from the Act of Accession and lrom measures
adopted, wiuhln the framework of those provisions, by the Communityinstitutions.'

Reports of Cases before the Court, 1976, part 6, p. L27g ff.
1 s""
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V. T'I{E COMI{I'NITIES'MEANS OF ACTION IN THE FIELD OF INTERNATIONAL IAW

51. Since their foundation, the Communities have set up an ever more

comprehensive network of external relations which has come to assume

an unquestioned importance in the field of international law. The

means they have used to pursue their objectives in this sphere are
primarily those laid down in the treaties.

52. It should be noted at once that Lhe EEC possesses powers internationally
only in the sphere of commercial relations. Its external relations there-
fore reflect the implementation of the colnmon commercial policy (Articles 3

and 110-116 of the EEC Treat,y), the application of customs duties and the
conmon customs tariff (Articles 12 ff. of the EEC Treaty), the attainment
of the corrmon agricultural policy (Articles 38 ff. of the EEc treaty), the

measures required to harmonize Member States' economic, monetary and

conjunctural policies (Articles 103 ff. of the EEc Treaty) as well as,

obviously, the application of the provisions relating to association
(Articles L3L/136 and 238 of the EEC Treaty) and cooperation with inter-
national organizations (Articles 228/23L of the EEC Treaty). The

accession procedure, which is reserved for European states (Article 237 of
the EEC Treaty), should also be included amongst the means at the Community's

disposal for action in the field of international law.

53. It should be stressed that the Conmunity frequently does not confine
itself to links of an exclusively commercial nature in its relations with
third countries. Conseguently, whenever agreements between the Community

and third countries go beyond the conunercial trade sphere, the 'joint
procedure' ie applied, under which the agreements are signed not only by

the Community but also by the Member Statesl

54. The machinery provided in the treaties enables the Conununity to
irnplement its policies in the context of its commercial and trade policy
with third countries and to cooperate with other international- organizations.

Since this is a subject which is undergoing constant and rapid change,

it would be appropriate to review - v/ithout drawing up a detailed list -
the main mechanisms available to the Community in its externaL relations
on the basis of the provisions of the treaties.

1 ,"" Council reply to Written Question No 396,/77,
page 8 and the debate at the plenary sitting of
14 December L97 7 (Debates, provisional edition,

OJ No C 277, 17 November L977,
the Parliament of
page 217 et seq. )
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(1) Corunon customs tariff

55. Since 1 July 1958 the Conununity has constituted a customs union making
it, for customs purposes, a single territory separated from third States by
the application of a common customs tariff. Pursuant to Article It3 of
the EEC Treaty, which gives the Community organs general powers in regard
to 'changes in tariff rates, the conclusion of tariff and trade agreements,
the achievement of uniformity in measures of l-iberalization, e:<port policy
and measures to protect trade such as those to be taken in case of dumping

or subsidies', the connunity grants tariff guotas for the import of goods

from third countries, to the extent that such imports are not prejudiciat
to the economy of the Member States concernedl.

56. The Community thus applies the CCT in the light of its relations with
third countries. Whilst the suspension of a duty allows preferential
treatment for products from third countries in unlimited quantities, the
tariff quotas are a far more flexible mechanism which make subtle
distinctions possible in cases where complex economic interests are
involved.

57. In view of the fact that the CCT is part of a customs system operating
at world level, the probJ-em of the representation of the Community in the
relevant international organizations has been resolved, at least formally,
by the adoption of a special procedure under which the Community
participates as such in negotiat,ions and in the conclusion of inter-
national agreements on customs matters2.

Eee, e.9., O,J No C 298, 10 December L977, page 2 and OJ No C 304,
17 December L977, pages 2 - 4.

2 nigttt ceneral Report on the Activities of the Europeai Cornmunities, p.60.
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(2) External trade and fisheries

58. Trade with third countries is of fundamental importance for the

Conrnunity's economy. This irnportance results quite ctearJ-y from the inter-
dependence which exists between foreign trade policy as Pursued by the

Connnunity and Lhe monetary, agricultural, energy, transport policies, etc.

59. Paralle1 to its customs policy, the Conununity pursues a commercial

policy which has made it possibl-e to significantly reduce the quantitative
restrictions on international trade. E)q)orts, with certain rare exceptions,

have been completely liberalized. Quantitative restrictions on imports have

an extremely limited incidence. Despite levies in the agricultural sector,
the Community still accounts for a large part of world imports of
agricultural products.

60. The Community's external commercial policy is reflected in the

conclusion of various types of bilateral or multilateral agreements, in
accordance with objectives determined by the Community itself.

(a) Eree_!r3qe_39199891!:

51. The main agreements of this type are those concluded between the Community

and the member and associatecl states of EFTA which did not aPPly for accession.

These include agreements between the EEC and Austria, Switzerland, Sweden,

Finland, PortugaL, Iceland and Nor:way, together with agreements between

these countries and the ECSC and its Member States. Ihese countries
have concluded an agreement with the Community whereby,

from 1 JuIy 1977, a vast free trade area for industrial products in
western Europe was set uP.

(b) 99!srgUzeg-Prs-rs19399g

62. The system of generalized preferences is designed to help the gradual

adaptation of economic relations between the industrialized and developing

countries, in order to create a more harmonious balance between these t\,ro grouPs

of countries. This system, which the 'Third World' , after years of discussion,

succeeded in obtaining in Lg6g, was applied by the Community from 1 July 1971.

The Community was thus the first group of industrialized countries to apply this
general development policy. Other industrialized countries followed the Community's

example, in particular the United States, JaPan and Canada. It should be stressed

that the offer of Lariff preferences by the Community depends on all the main

industrialized countries of the OECD not only granting preferences but also match-

ing the Community's efforts to help the developing countries.
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(c) {9!-Pre Ie te!!}31 -3s!eeEe!!e

63. These agreements are in general based on the principle that the two

sides grant one another, in respect of their imports and exports, most

favoured nation treatment and a high degree of tiberalization; thLy have

been concluded by the Community with a number of countries to which, in
many cases, it has also granted certain types of cooperation ajrned at

boosting trade. Non-preferential agreements have been concluded, for
example, between the Community and Yugoslavia, the Federal Republic of
BrazLL, other Latin-American countries, Canada, etc. However, at the

end of L975, Yugoslavia and Brazil joined the circle of countries
benefit,ting from the generalized preferences scheme. Since Yugoslavia,

in December L976, expressed a wish to strengthen its economic and conmercial

ties with the Community, the Councit may well be inclined to deepen and

diversify the various forms of cooPeration with Yugoslavial'.

(d) Wor1d and international 39r99E9!!9

64. This category compromises agreements on raw materials and primary

conunodities (wheat, sugar, tin, coffee, etc. ). On 29 April 1976 the

Community signed, following the er<piry of the fourth agreement on tin,
to which it was already a signatory2, ah" fifth international agreement

on tin which wil-I formally enter into force on I JuIy L977 -

65. The international grain agreement, concluded in 1971, expired on

30 June L974. The Council-, after accepting the Commission's proposal

to extend this agreement until mid-i-975, agreed on 28 May 1975 to the

Community becoming party to the protocols ext,ending the international
grain agreement by two years. The Community wiII attend the new negotiations
starting in spring 1978 in its official capacity.
66. Coffee and cocoa, two of the most important agricultural exports

of the developing countries, are now to be the subject of international
cooperation. The third international agreement on coffee and the

second international agreement on cocoa entered into force, on a
provisional basis, on 1 October L976. Acting on a Commission proposal,

the Councit decided that the Community shou}d be party to these agree-

ments3.

1 S"" Commission document COM(77) 599 and
Question No 8L4/76 by Mr coust6, OJ No c

2 seventh General Report , P. 37L

3 Tenth General Report, P. 24g.

the CommisEion reply to Written
94 of I8.4. 77 , p.Ll .
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6T.Thelg6Sinternationalsugaragreementexpiredon3lDecemberL9T3.The
Communityhasnotjoinedthenewinternationalsugaragreementwhichwas
negotiatedundertheauspicesofUNCTADinlgT3.Thenewinternationalsugar
agreement,concludedaftertheConferenceinGenevafrom12Septemberto
ToctoberLITT,enteredintoforceonlJanuarylgTE.TheConferenceincluded
an article in the agreement which provides for the community's accession when

ithasconcrudeditsownnegotiationswiththepartiest,otheagreement'
(a) Acrreements with State-trading

-4-------
countries

58. With effect from 1 January 1973 the Conununity alone is empowered to

negotiate commercial agreements with these countries. However, in the

absence of Corununity agreements and with a view to assuring continuity in

the context of commercial conunitments entered into under long-term agree-

ments already concluded by lvtember States with State-trading countries,

the Council has authorized the Member States to extend the validity of

the commercial protocols concluded in the framework of these long-term

agreements.

69- Since, in accordance with decisions taken by the Community authorities,

bilateral relations between the Member States and the State-trading

countries ought not to have been prolonged beyond the end of L974, in

November of that year the Cornrnunity sent a memorandum to the State-trading

countries containing an outtine agreement between the two sides'

70. The contacts opened Ln L974 with the Councit for lttutual Economic Aid

(CMEA) have been maintained principally by exchanges of lettersl. At the

meeting in Brussels on 21 September 1977, the representatives of the Communi-

ty and a delegation from the CMEA agreed to oPen negotiations for an agree-

ment in the first half of L978.

7L. On the basis of the outline trade agreellEnt ProPosed in L974, the Chinese

authorities have also declared their willingness to conclude with the community

a non-preferential trade agreement of the traditional tlpe' Negotiations for

the conclusion of this agreement, for a period of five years, and aimed at

intensifying trade between the parties and improving access to their markets

should begin earlY in 1978.

1 ,"" Answer to written Question No 245/77' OJ No 223'

19 SePtember L977, Page 12'
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(f) Fisheries 3sI99E9!!e

72. These agreements differ from those referred to above to the extent
that they do not have a strictly commercial content but regulate
relations between the community and third countries in the context of
the recent establishment of 200-mile exclusive fishing zones by a number
of coastal statesl and the subsequent estabrishment of a community fishing
zone of 200 miles, effective from 1 January Lg77.

13. on 17 May L977 the commission fonvarded to the council a proposal
for a regulation estabrishing a licensing system for controlring the
fishing activities of third countries in waters farling within the
sovereignty or jurisdiction of the Member states2. Moreover, the united
states and the community signed an agreement on 15 Februa ry Lg77 0n
fishing activities by Member states of the conununity off the coast of the
united states' This agreement entered into force on 9 June 1977 and is the
first biraterar agreement on fisheries signed between the co,r,r,-rnit1, 6p6 "third country3.

74. The commission has recently presented a communication to the council on
the community's accession as a body to the convention on fisheries in the
Ba1t'ic sea. This accession, which should be welcomed by the two Member states
who are parties to the convention, the Federal Republic of Germany and Denmark,
would be valuable since it would allow the community to participate directly in
negotiations on fishing in the Baltic Sea.

(:) 4ssoSrations

75' According to Article 131 of the EEc Treaty the purpose of association
is to promote the economic and social deveropment of the non_European
countries and territories which have special relations with Member states
of the community, and to estabrish close economic rerations between them and
the Community as a whole.

Moreover, association is primarily intended to further the interests
and prosperity of the inhabitants of these countries and territories in
order to ensure for them the economic, social and cultural development to
which they aspire.

T__--united states, canada, Ir{exico, Morocco, rcerand, Norruay, Russia, china,Japan, etc.,
)- Doc. COM(77) 200 final.
?- OJ No L I47, 15 June Lg77 -
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76. The links of association set up by the Community of the sixl were

placed on a new footing through the Lom6 Convention, which entered into
force on 1 April L976 and has come to assume a special position among the
instruments used by the Community in its external relat.ions. The

signatories of this Convention include nineteen states which previously
belonged to the Yaound6 Conventions, twenty-one commonwealth countries
(three of which were signatories of the Arusha Convention), and other
African states. The Lom6 Convention unites the principles on which

association is based with the specific features of another instrument
used by the Community in its external relations, namely cooperation in
its variou" fot*s2.

77. The success of this new model of relations with the ACP countries
is shovrn by the fact that the forty-six original ACP member states of
the convention have been recent,ly joined by other former overseas

countries and territories (Surinam, the Seychelles and the comoro Islands)
and by new Independent countries (Sao Tome and Principe, Cape Verde, Papua New

Guinea), bringing the total nLmber of community partner countries Lo fifty-two.

Other countries may accede to the Lom6 Convention or sign other forms

of agreement with the CommunitY3-

7A. In the Mediterranean area, association agreements are currently in

force with Greece, Turkey, Cyprus and I'lalta. Relations of association

with these countries extend from the economic and cooperation sPheres to
the search for solutions geared to a global approach to the problems of
the Mediterranean area. Such solutions are discussed in the framework

of institutions set up by the agreementsr the Association Council and the

Joint Parliamentary Comnittee.

(4) Cooperation

79. The cooperation machinery, in all its forms, where it is the main purpose
of an agreement, is used by the Community in respect of third countries with
a view to developing relations of a more than merely commercial nature.

80. This mechanism is therefore not used soIely in the framework of the
association agreements with the Mediterranean countries already referred to
or the Lom6 Convention, which has established a new model of relations between
industrialized and developing countries based on the complete equality of the
signatories. ?his is also a feature of relations between the Community and
other countries, such as the Latin American States, which in December L977
reaffirmed their desire for croser cooperation with the community.

1 Conventions of association with the AASM, three East African states andvarious lt{editerranean countries.
2 co**"rciaI cooperation, implementation

tion of export earnings, financial and
cooperation.

' ,"" answer to Written

of the protocol on sugar, stabiliza-
technical cooperation, industriat

Question No 549/77, OJ No C

- .30-

289, 1 December L977. page lG
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81. In April and October L9'76, in fact, the Cormnunity concluded a series
of 'global cooperation' agreements with various l,lediterranean statesl
reflecting the Community's policies in this area.

A2. lloreover, procedures for broader economic and corunerciaL cooperation
form part of the Framework Agreement signed on 6 July 1975 between Canada

and the European Comnunities, the first bilateral and non-preferentiaL
agreement to be concl-uded between the Communities and an industrialized

,country.' Wide-ranging forms of cooperation are also contained in the

agreement between the Conununity and Israel, which entered into force on

I JuIy L975, and was follovred by a supplementary protocol and a protocol on

financial cooperation. The agreement with India, which entered into force
on 1 ApriL L974, and the agreement with Sri Lanka, effective frqn I December

L975, provide for commercial cooperation. The agreement with Mexico,

which entered into force on I November L975, also falls within the
category of economic and corunercial cooperation.

g3. The Community has adopted formal cooperation procedures, in the shape of

exchanges of information on environmental protection, with the United States,

Canada, Switzerland and Japan. The Commission has recently proposed to the

Council the extension of this cooperation to include relations between the

Community and Sweden.

(s) Aid

84. Aid granted by the Community constitutes an

vities at international IeveI. Such aid may be

milk powder, etc.,) or emergency action to help

d isasters or, again, financial and technical aid

countries 3.

important aspect of its acti-
in the form of food aid (cereals,

the victims of famine or natural
to non-associated develoPing

85. Direct aid to the various countries - associated and non-associated - is
allocated according to a number of criteria: need, per capita income, foreign

balance of palzments etc. As regards control of the use of food aid, the

Commission has drawn up for each of the products in question a guestionnaire

to be completed by the authorities of the beneficiary country and returned to

the Commission in support of any request for aid4-

' Algeria, Morocco and Tunisia (I,laghreb countries), together with Eg1pt,
Jordan and Syria (Mashrek countries). Morocco and Tunisia have been
associated with the Community since 1959. The agreements provide for a
whole range of
countries.

assistance for economic and social development in these

2 tn the context of industrial cooperation with this country, the Council
signed a provisional agreement on 20 December L977 on supplies of uranium
for the CommunitY.

3 M"irrl-y countries in Asia and Latin America.

4 s"" answer to written Question No 194/7'7, oJ No c 233, 29 septembet L977, p' 2'
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(6) Accession to international conventions

96. The Community as such has signed conventions concluded at international
level by numerous countries, including its own Msnber States.

For example, it signed the Barcelona Convention for the protect.ion of the

Mediterranean against pollution on 16 February L976 and the ConvenLion for the

protection of the Rhine from chemical pollution on 3 December Lg76L.

87. The Commission has recently recommended that Member States ratify a

convention providing for a code of conduct in conferences on shipping drawn

up by the UN three years ago. Ratification of this convention by the Member

States should be subject to two conditions: firstly, the Community's special
requirements must be taken into consideration and secondly, the Community as

such must be able to attend future negotia tions amending or updating this
code of conduct.

(7) Participation in the work of internati:onal orqanizations

88. In accordance with the provisions of Article 229 of the EEC Treaty, the

Community plays an active part in the framework of the United Nations with a

view to safeguarding the coherence of Community activities and objeetives
within the various negotiating bodies2. It also takes part in work of the
International Labour Organizatj.on (ILo), FAO and uNEScO3.

89. Article 230 of the EEC Treaty states that the Community shall establish
all appropriate forms of cooperation with the Council of Europe. I,toreover,
Article 6 of the Protocol to the ECSC Treaty on relations with the Council
of Europe states:

'Agreements between the Community and the Council of Europe may,
among other things, provide for any other tlpe of mutual assistance
and cooperation between the two organizations and indicate the
appropriate forms thereof '.

The Commission follows the work of the Consultative Assembly and attends
meetings of the Committee of llinisters. As an example of practical coopera-
tion between the two organizations, suffice it to mention that by a decision
of 28 October 1977 the Council decided, on a recommendation from the Commission,
that the Community would become a contracting party to a Elropean agreement

drawn up at the initiative of the Council of Europe,4

T-
see OJ No L 24O, 19 September L977

)- The Community takes part in the work of the UN's Economic and Social Council
(Ecosoc), the Economic commission for Europe (EcE), the united Nations
Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO), etc.,

3 -r, the Nairobi Protocol of November L976, which extended the exemptions laid
down in the agreement on the import of educational, scientific and cultural
materials (Florence Agreement), the Community obtained the insertion of a
clause making it a contracting party to the protocol.

n ,"" OJ No L 2g5, 18 November L977, page 7
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90. In the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD),

the Community takes part in the work of the OECD Council and the various

committees of that organizatiorrl.

9I. The Community reeently concluded three new agreements with the Inter-
national Energy Agency. Trro of theseagreements concern research and develop-

ment in the field of fusion, while the third covers research and development

in the field of hydrogen production from water. The signing of these new

agreements brings up to six the total- nwdber of agreements in force between

the Community and the Agency. Previous agreements covered nuclear safety,

research in the field of neutrons and solar energy.

92. With a view to improving the exchange of information and consultations

between the Member States acting in international organizations in shipping

matters, the Council has adopted a decision setting uP a consultation pro-

cedure on relations between Member States and third countries in these matters

and on action relating to such matters in international organizations2-

(8) Multilateral neqotiations and conferences

93. In the field of multilateral negotiations, the Community participates

actively in the work of GATT, the Conference on International Economic

Cooperation (North-South dialogue), ITNCTAD, the Law of the Sea Conference, etc.

94. At present, in the context of C'ATT, the Community is participating in

the'Tokyo Round' and has proposed a system of customs tariffs on a new basis,

whereby all the signatory states would align their customs valuation systems

on Article \ItI of GATT. In the sensitive sector of the textile industry3,

the Council approved on 20 Decembet J-977 the results of the bilateral negotiations

with the main exporting countries and was consequently able to give its consent

to the renewal of the 'Multifibre'Agreement.

95. The Conference on International Economic Cooperation wlll meet in plenary

session in March 1978 in ceneva. The new progralnme of work recently drawn up

by a special committee no longer refers to the traditional forms of'aid', but

stresses the aspects of cooperation and mutual interest arising in the world

economy.

96. The Euro-Arab dialogue has progressively extended its activities to a wide

field of subjects, in which the search for nev, ways and means of cooperation

between two enormous regional groupings represents a new and complex under-

taking. The subjects under discussion cover not only the technical aspects of

trade relations, industrialization, scientific, cultural and social cooperation,
etc., but also the specifically political asPects of the !'lidd1e East.

-

r Trade committee, agricultural committee, development aid comrnittee, etc.,
2 S"" OJ No L 23g, 17 Septembex L9'17, page 23.
3 ,". Written Question No 474/77, OJ No c 2E;g.1 December L977, page 10
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97. In March 1978 ITNCTAD intends to pursue its work on the developing

countries, foreign debts, In particular it intends to examine the difficulties

oftheleastdeveloped,islandorlandlockeddevelopingcountries.

gg. Mention should be made here of the community's participation as a body -

ior subjects within its responsibility - in the economic summits held periodi-

cally between the united states, canada, ,rapan and the four major llember states

of the community. The community is represented at these summits by the

presidents of the Council and of the Commission'

gg. Article 237 of the EEC Treaty, finally, Iays down that 'any EuroPean state

may apply to become a member of the community'^. This provision, toor regulates

theCorurrunity.sexternalrelations,inthiscasethosewhosePurPoseisthe
establishment of the closest and most binding links which can exist between the

Community and a state wishing to accede'

1oo. The accession procedure is at present under way between the community and

creece, an associated state which submitted its apptication for membership on

12 June ::975. Itegotiations were officially opened on 27 July 1976 and have

entered the practical stage of the details of accession and consideration of

community secondary legislation which will have to be incorporated into Greek

legislation.

101. portugal officially submitted its application for accession to the

European Communities on 28 llarch Lg77, while Spain presented on 28 July of

,thesameyearitsapplicationforaccessiontotheCommunities.
itOZ. In accordance with Article 237 of the EEC Treaty, the Council has asked

)the Commission to deliver its opinion on Portugal's accession to the Community'

The commission is at Present carrying out the studies DeceE'sary to draft this

opinion, which is not likely to be published before spring 1978' The Council

considered spain's application on 20 september L977 and expressed lts consent

to the opening of the procedure provided for under Article 237 of the EEC

2Treaty .

(10) Measures in the field of the foreiqn policv of the Nine

present coordinating their foreign policies with a view

external relations not specifically referred to in the

(e)

103. The Nine are at
to bringing into line
Treaties.

ft-^rticle 98 of the ECSC Treaty and Articre 205 of the EAEC rreaty.
2 S"" answer to written euestion No 450/77, OJ No 255, 7 November L977, page 23.
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European political cooperation, initiated in 1970, takes place through
periodic meetings of the Nine Foreign Minist,ers which are also attended by

the Commission of the European Communities. It was on this basis that the
Community took part in the Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe

and signed the Helsinki Agreement,. It is also taking part in the work of the
Euro-Arab dialogue set up at the end of 1973 in the cont.ext of the Nine's
common foreign policy. Furthemore, the Community is preparing to participate
in the forthcoming Belgrade Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe.

104. At present the political committee ('Davignon Committee') meets regularly.
It is also convened when its emembers attend meetings of the General Assembly

of the United Nations or of the European Council. Within this committee
groups of experts have been set up to consider various matters of interest to
the foreign ministers of the Nine.

In the context of political- cooperation, the foreign ministers of the
Ivlember States of the Community were, at the end of L9'77, considering the
following aspects of foreign policy:

(a) the political initiative of the ugyptian President,
IvIr Sadat and the situation in the laiddle East;

(b) the situation in Africa, with particular reference to
policy topards South Africa;

(c) the BeJ-grade Conference and the coordination of Member
States' positions on future work.
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VI. DECLARATIONS BY THE EUROPEAN PARLIMENT CONCERNING THE COMttUNIlY's
REI,ATIONS IN INTERNATIONAL I.AWX

105. Ttre European Parriament has declared its views on all aspects of
action by the European Communities at international level. fts position
is summed up in the declaration contained in the resolution on the adoption
of and prospects for a system of basic prices for imported primary energ,y
sources within the framework of a Community energy policyl:

'emphasizes that it is in the community's interest to speak with
one voice at international level, .

A. PROCEDURAL ASPECTS

105- rt should be said at the outset that the Community,s intense activity
in the field of external relations has prompted parliament to insist on
being more deeply involved in the conclusion of treaties between the
Conununity and third countries or international organizatione. An example
of this is the resolution adopted by the European parliamant on 13 Febrgary
Lg732 in which it requested that the opening of negotiations with third
countries, based on Articre 113 of the EEC Treaty, be ,preceded by an
exchange of views between the Commission of the Conrnunities and the
appropriate parliamentary committees, to enable a policy debate to be held
if necessary in the European parliament,.

filZ- Ihis request by Parliament for the introduction of a procedure more
suited to the changed relationship between the Community institutions was
again put forward in the resolution adopted during the sitting of 11 !{ay
19733. rn this resolution, parliament stressed ,the inadcguacy of the
procedure forrowed hitherto, by which the European parriament is not
consulted on trade Agreements concluded by the Community on the baEis of
Article 113 of the EEC Treaty, .

108. Parliament's request contained in the resolution of 13 February 1973
found a response in the council. At its meetj-ng of 15 october 1g73 the

Council adopted a series of 'measures' to improve its relations with the
European Parliament on the basis of Point 15 of the declaration of intent
made at the close of the paris summit conference (19-21 october LgTz).

*A" froro the 1973-1974 session.
1 

"otoo""n 
Partiament, Resolutions

2o., No. c L4, 27.3.1973, p. 16.
3Erropa"r, Parliameat, Resolutj-ons

L976-L977, p. 2O4

L973-L974, p. 58.
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109'. These 'measures, were laid down in ifr. following text
' 'Relations with the European Parliament in the field of trade agreements

Further to the Resorution adopted by the European parriament on 13
February L973, fuller participation by the European Parliament in thefield of trade agreements could be envisaged along the following lines:
- prior to the opening of negotiations concerning a trade agreement
with a third country, and in the right of information supplied by the
Council to the appropriate parliamentary comnj-ttees, a dlbate could,
where appropriate, be held in the European parlj_ament;

- when negotiations are completed, but before the signing of the
agreement, the President of the Council or his representative would
confidentially and unofficially acquaint the competent conunittees
with the substance of the agreement;

- bearing in mind the European Parliament's interest in trade agreements
concluded by the Cornmunity, the Council woutd acquaint the European
Parliament witl.t the content gf such agreements, ifter their signing
and before their eonclusion,r.

110. The budgetary powers won by the European Parliament have highlighted
its duty to watch over the financial effects of agreements reached by the
Community with third countries. This principle was reaffirmed by Parliament
in its resolution2 on the Council Decision on the conclusion of a Financial
Protocol between the Conmunity and Turkey. Parliament

'conciders that consultation of Parliament on the financial
implicationg of these agreements - in,particulaf on the
budgetized loans and aids - should take place before operative
decisions are taken by the Council, that is, in most cases,
before the opening of negotiations' .

B. COMIIUNI Tlf INSTRIITTENTS

'Ii,f. foOfovring the scheme used above to outline the
the Community in its action at international leveI
Parliament's efforts to bring its influence to bear
activity of the Community.

I) Common Customs Tariff

instruments employed by

it is worth noting here

on this fundamental

112. with the aim of clearly defining the customs territory of the Community

af,tc the accession of the new Irlember States, Parliament, in its resolution
of 16 November l-9733 approved 'the Commission,s proposal-, which prevents
any possibility, under the lYeaty of Accession, of diserimination against
intra-Community trade by imports from third countries'.

'|-Bulletin of the European Corurunities No. 10 (1973), p. 90.
2.q, tro. rrr, .rf, rv 6oQ7 , Nov€unDer Ly I I , p. 49.
2-European Parliament, Resolutions Lg73-Lg74, p. I3g.

266, 7 November Lg77, 49.
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Il3. Aware of the close interdependence between internal customs arrangements

and international negotiations on customs problems, ParU-ament requested, in
a resolution on the Conununity's approach to the multilateral ncgotiations in

1qATT; that there should be 'ho discussion during the negotiations of the

Customs Union and Common policies already put into effect, which are now

mainstays of the building of Europe .

II4. Ttrus, on the basis of a negotiating mandate given to the Commission,

the Community in ,fune 1974 became a Contracting Party to the International
Convention for the Simplification and Harmonization of Customs Procedures 

2

and Parliament welcomed the Commission's recommendation to the Council for
a decision accepting on behalf of the Community several Annexes to the
Convention as 'a further step towards the lilberalization of international

3trade' .

115, In order better to assess the significance of this instrument of
international action, it should be pointed out that Parliament, in its
resolution on the advisability of enlarging the Community's competence in
the field of external economic relations t, recognized

'that the Community's ability to offer trade concessions inevitably
confers upon it considerable political influence; welcomes the use
which has been made of that influence in certain cases in the past,
and believes that the Community should continue to use its influence
to support the cause of liberty and democracy' .

115. But although the Conmrunit,y uses the conrmon customs tariff as an instru-
ment contributing to the liberalization of international trade, it must also
use it to protect the achievements of the Community. This is the thinking behind
the resolution, adopted on 15 December L977 by Parliament, on the crisis in the
textile industry. In its resoLutions, Parliament stated that it:

'places the greatest importance on the urgency of successful renego-
tiation of the }lultifibre Arrangement as the framework within which
international trade in textiles should be regutated and expansion be
e ffected;
requires the Community, in the event of failure to achieve international
agreement by 31 Decedber L977, to introduce and implement unilaterally a
policy of import regulation without which the Community textile industry
can have no viabl-e future' .

I 
"o"op"an 

Parliament, Resolutions
2 eigttt ceneral Report, p. 50

European Parliament, Resolutions

European Parliament, Resolutions

See Irtinutes (pn St.759), p. ZA

1973-74. p. 85

1975-L976, p. 173

L976-L977, p. 191
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(2) Foreiqn trade and fisheries
117. In giving its opinion of the Seventh General Report on the Activities of
the Communities in 1973, Parliament, having recalled 'the increased responsibil-
ities of the Community in the world and the fact that it plays a tErt in a vast
system of relations with third countries and international organizations', had
this to say on the subject of the external economic relations of the Communityl:

'endorses the Commission's attempts to have the Community recognized as suchat international level and hopes that the Community cla[rse in-Member States'bilateral agreements will be systematically develoled;
notes that the common cormnercial policy became legally operative on I January
1973 and insists that agreements covering external economic relations which -
still cqne under the competence of the tlember States should be included in
the Community frameworkt
notes \irith satisfaction that agreements concluded between the Community andother EFTA countries made possible the creation of a free-trade area forindustrial products and seivices in L973;
dndorses the Commission's attempts to implement an overall llediterraneanpolicy and invites the Council to give tire Commission further powers towards
that end'.

118. These clauses sum up the basic auidelines of the action subsequently
carried out by the Community in the field of external relations.

(a) Ir99-lregg-esrg9E9!!s
119. With reference to the principles and formal aspects of these agreements,
Parliament in approving themz stressed that they

'establish clearer and more equitable trade relations which are beneficial to
all the [Ertners, while fully respecting the independent d.ecision-making
Po\^rer of each contracting State and complying with the appropriate rules
laid dorr,rn in the General Agreement on Tariff s and Trade, .

I20. Ho\^rever hrliament followed this positive assessment of the agreements with
a less favourable judgrment on the procedure for concluding them:

'reserves the right to consider at a later stage the institutional ana pro-
cedural asPects, concerning in particular the European hrliament's trnrtic-ipation in the formation and implementation by the Community of acts under
international law, more especially those which have a bearing on the
Comrnunity' s o\,vn resources' .

L2L. Parliament returned to this aspect of the procedure for concluding agree-
ments between the Community and third eountries in its resolution on the agreement
between the community and Kingdom of Norway3 in the forrovring terms:

'reiterates the demand, expressed in the Resolution of 15 l,hrch L973, that
the Commission of the Corununities should study the problem of the particip-
ation of the Parliament in the ratification of commercial agreements signed
by the Community and make proposals on this subject before 31 December 1973
so as to ensure that fuII information be given thus allowing for real
democratic control' .

European Parliament,

European Parliament,

European Parliament,

Resolutions L974-L975, p. 52

Resolutions L973-L974, p. 3.

Resolutions L973-L974, p. L2L
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122. This criticism was not however repeated when the agreement was

concluded between the Community and the Republic of Finlandl on which

Parliament, having recalled its previous resolution of 15 March 1973,

merely noted 'with satisfaction that the series of Agreements signed

betlreen the Community and the EFTA ltember and AEgociated States should

norrr make it possible to establish an industrial free trade area between

16 European countries on I July L977' .

(b) Qgqgraltzg9-prgEg=glsgg

L23. A clear assessment of Parliament's attitude to this instrument is
to be found in its opinion on the improvement to the generalized tariff
preferences for the year 19742, in which it drew attention once again to
the fact that 'the Community formulated its offer on the assumption that
all major industrialized countries belonging to the OECD grant similar
preferences and for that purpose make similar sacrifiees', thus evaluating
these preferencesr as aesistance owing by the industrialized world to the

less prosperous countries.

L24. With regard to the procedural aspects, iarliament welcomed in its
resolution on the Agreement between the Conununity and the Arab Republic of ,

?Egypt", 'the fact that the appropriate committees of the European Parliament
were informed of the essential content of the trade Agreement with the
Arab Republic of Egypt blu the Council before the agreement was signed,

considering that this Agreement is based on Article I13 of the Treaty of
Rome, which is a new departure'.

L25. In giving its opinion on the proposals from the Commission on the

applieation of generalized tariff preferences in Lg774, Parliament, having
welcomed the increase in the volume and value of the preferencee offered,
hoped

'that in the competent international negotiating bodies, the

Community will propose all necessary measures to achieve har-
monization of the various preference aystems, since this would

result in a qualitative improvement of the system'.

European Parliament, Resolutions L973-1974, p. 206. See also the
Resolution of 5 July 1977 on the economic relations between the European
community and the Nordic countries outside the EEc, O.T No. c 183,
L.A.I977r pp.30-31.

Ibid., p. L62.

Ibid., p. 54.

OJ No. c 266, 7.11.1977, P.17.
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i Uel=p=elergltrel-1sr-e989!!9

126. This type of agreement often tends to develop closer links between
the Community and third countries. Parliament's approval of this process
was noted for example in its resolution on the Trade Agreement concluded
between the community and the Federative Republic of Brazirl.

rn its opinion on this agreement whose fundamentar aim is the
development, within an institutional framework, of corrunercial and economic
relations between the two parties, Parliament welcomed ,the increasing
development of economic and trade relations with the Latin American
countries which will result from the entry into force of the EEc-BraziI
Agreement, following the Agreements signed rrrith the Argentine and Uruguay,
and expressed

'the hope that, within the EEc-Brazir.Toint committee, the two partieswill examine the possibirities for extending their cooperation lo thefinancial and industrial sectors, .

(d ) I!!er!a!rgleI_1!g_y9rlg_3gr_e989!!9

L27. Parriament, in its opinion on the outcome of the vlorrd Food
Conference and on the Community's position as regards a world food policy2
considered

'that the community and its Member states ought to corlaborate ina positive manner in establishing a ne!, inteinational agreement oncereals that shourd include in particular provisions coieerningstocks, so that adequate worLd reserves may ue set up in accordancewith the principle and aims set out in the international undertaking
on the security of world food supplies,.

128. Ttre non-participation by the comnunity in the negotiations on a ne!{
sugar agreement referred to in the seventh Generar Report3 was openry
criticised by Parliament which, in the section on external economic relations
of its resolution on the Seventh ceneral neportl expressed regret that ,the
community has been unabre to take part in the negotiations on the new
international sugar agreement' and hoped 'that in future it wiII be able
to subscribe to any further international agreements on basic products, .

I E,rrop."r, Partiament Resolutions
2 Errop""r, Parliament Resolutions
3 

""" 
p. 374.

4 Ur-,rop""r, Parliament Resolutions I974- 1g75, p.53.

1974-L975, p,.5.

I975-L976, p.171.
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129. In giving its opinion on the renewal of the Multifibre Agreement,

to which the community acceded in 1974, Parliament statedl ah"a it sup-
ported

'the objectives of the Commission and ttE Council, the aim of
which is inter alia:

(a) to stabilize imports of tertile. products,

(b) to prevent the Metnber States of the Community from taking
autononous prot€ctionist measures,

(c) not to call into question the policy of bilateral and

multilateral cooperation with the countries concerned
(ACP countries, Mediterranean countries, Greece and Turkey),

(e ) |gs99s9!!e-El!E-98!e:!rggrsg countries

130. The Community's position vis-i-vis state-trading countries is made

clear in Parliament's resolution on economic and trade rglations between
the European Corununity and the People's Republic of China2, where it

'pointij out that, since I January 19-fu, the Communj.ty has had
sole authority to administer the Nine,s commerciat policy and to
negotiate with the Peopre's Republic of china a ne\il agreement
which will .replace the existing bilaterar conventions between the
Member States and that country'.

13I. Parliament had previously i.n its resolution on the European community's
relations with the East European state-trading countrieE' and colrGcotf noted
'with regret that, despite the declaration of intent made by the Member stateg
of the Eurotrxrn Conununity at the close of the 1972 paris summit conference,
the conunitnrents deriving from the EEc lteaty to formulate a common conunereial
policy, in particular tovrards the State-trading countries, have not yet been
mett .

Having strongly urged the conunission and the council to ,improve
information and consultation procedures on corrmon npaaures in the field of
external economic relatione', Parliament declared its support for ,a balanced
development of external trade with the coMEcoN countries baeed on the
principJ-e of reciprocity, thus ensuring eguality of advantagee and obligations,
with due account taken of the difference in economie syetems,.

OJ No. C 266, 7.11.L977, p. 47.

OJ No. C 183,,1.8.1977, p. 28.

European ParLlament Resolutiong 1974-Lg7S, p. 2OO.
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( f ) Eis-Iils-3s59e89!!9

I32. on the subject of the unilateral creation by many coastal states of
exclusive 2OO-miIe fishing zones, Parliament, in its resolution of 14

October L976 on the extension of the Community Ivlember States fishing zones to
2OO miles on 1 January L977, fishing agreements with non-community nations
and a revised cornmon fishing policyl stated;

'calIs upon the Commission to open discussions on the fishing
agreements with non-Community nations, and to begin immediately
negotiations with lceland' .

133. Furthermore, in the section on external fisheries policy of the
resolution on a proposal for a regulation establishing a Conuo-unity

system for the conservation and managlement of fisherlr resou."."z,
Parliament, having noted that 'the extension of fishing Zones to 2OO

miles by a number of third countries has created a situation urgently
requiring a Community external fisheries policy and an internal fisheries
system', considered

'that the Commission sfroufa initiate negotiations on international
agreements for the conservation of resources, going beyond the limited
competences given to existing fisheries commissions,.

134. With regard to the agreement between the Community and the United
States of America on fishing off the coasts of the United States,
Parliament had this to say in its resolution of 13 May 19773:

'expresses deepest concern at the manner j-n which the United States
Congress seeks to j-mpose a pre-established agreement upon the
Community without consideration of the Comrnunity's special interest
and its contribution to the improvement of fishing resources;

believes that the Community should seek as soon as possible or at
the latest at the time of the review provided for two years after
the entry into force of the Agreement, to include provisions for:

- closer consultation between the Commuity and the United States,
particularly with regard to levels of quotas and by species and
their allocation between llember States,

- and the examination and settlement of disputes;

and insists furthermore that the overall trade relationships with the
United. States should be taken into account at the time of such a
review of the Agreement' .

1 Europ.un Parliament, Resolutions I976-L977, p. 114.

2 Errop".n Parliament, Resolutions 1976-L977, p. 2Og.

3 o, *o. c 133 , 6.6.1977, p. 54.
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3) Association

135. The association relationship which the Community has with third
countries can today be subdivided into two large geographical areas: the
association with the countries of the I',Iediterranean basin and the association
with the AASI't/ocT. Relations with the second group of countries have been

set on new foundations in the Convention of Lom6.

It{editerranean

EEC-Greece Association

136. The association bethreen creece and the Conununity goes back to 1961

but from 1967 to JuIy 1974, relations between Greece and the Community were
limited to'routine administration'.

L37. In its resolution of 26 September Lg74L, parliament, while welcoming
the replacement of a military regime in creece by a civilian government,
considered that 'the posit.ive attitude concerning an earry return to
parli-amentary democracy already shown by the Greek Government justifies
the immediate 'defreezing'of the economic and commercial aspects of the
association, under conditions to be arranged by the Council of Association,
and further considered that 'the association can be fully resumed after
free parliamentary elections have been heId,.

138- Following the application for accession to the Community presented by
Greece on 12 June 1977 and the opening of negotiations in ilanuary L976,
Parliament affirmed in its resolution on the reeommendations adopted by the
Joint Parliamentary corunittee of the EEC-Greece Association2 that

'the further development and consolidation of the association
eonsequent upon the opening of the accession negotiations nohr assume
speciar importance and significance inasmuch as progress towards
accession also depends on the results obtained under the association,

(b ) EEg:3lrEgY-1999s11!re!

139' Referrinq to the recommendations adopted by the iloint parliarnentary
committee of the EECrlTurkey Association adopted on 1r october Lg74,
Parriament welcomed3 'th" resolve expressed on that occasion to strengthenpolitical cooperation and consultation between the association partners inorder to help maintain peace and develop democracy in the eastern
Mediterranean'

(i)

(a)

1 Errop".n parliament, Resolutions
2 o, No. c g3, 4.4.rg77, p. 17.
3 ut,rop."r, parliamenL Resolutions

1974-L975, p. L2l

1974-1975, p. 2OL.
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140. Parliament's constant concern to maintain unchanged Turkey's position
in the framework of the Associationl with regard to other third'countries
which enjoy generaLLzed preferences or other benefits, is expressed in
Parliament's resolution on the conclusion of a Financial Protocol bctween

the Community and Turkey2. Parliament drew attention ;

'to the serious problems which beset the Turkish economy, in
spite of the Turkish Goverrur€ntrs determined and, in many
respeets, sueeessful efrorts to Cevelop it'.

( c ) !!!--cYPIts:-19999!3!r9!

141. The Association Agreement between the Republic of CYprus and the
Community entered into force on I June 1973. Parliament adopted a

resolution on cooperation and contacts between itself and the House of'3
Representatives of Cfzprus , in'which it proposed setting up a joint body

composed of delegations of the two parliaments to examine all matters
relevant to the Association and the future of the Comrnunities.

142. The events of 1974, which led to separate administration of the two

ethnic groups on the island, obliged the Community to take rneasures to
guarantee the interests of the Cypriot people as a whole and to contribute
to the maintenance and consolidation of peace in this important region of
the Eastern Mediterranean. In its resolution of 16 Decembex L977 on the

conclusion of a Financial Protocol and an Additional Protocol to the
4Association Agreement , Parliament declared that it

'believes that this Agreement offers possibilities to improve the
economic position of Cyprus as a whole and could form an important
element in initiatives which are being prepared by the two corulllnitieg
by foreign ministers of the EEC countiies, and on a wider lnternational
scale to achieve a finaL settlement in Clprus' .

(d) EEC-I{a1ta Associat,ion

143. This association instituted in 1972 has been adapted to the 'overall
approach' pursued by the Community in it,s relations with MeCiterranean
countries. I\^ro protocols were signed on 4 I'larch L976. Itrey provide for
some concessions on the part of the Community to Malta in the agricultural
sector and extend relations between the parties to financial cooperation.

1 ,rrrop""r, Parliament, Resolutions 1973-irg74, pp. 88 and 162.

2 oJ No. c 266, 7.11.1977, p. 49.

3 Eorop""n Parliament, Resolutions tg73-1g74, P. E.4.

4 working Doc. 4Lt/77, 7 December Lg77. See Minutes (PE 5L.75g1, P- 57.
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144. In the resolution adopted on 18 December 1977 on

the Additional Protocol to the Agreement establishing
the European Economic Community and l"la1ta, Parliament

the conclusion of
an Association between

statedl that it:

'considers that the deepening and strengthening of economic and
trade links between the European Community and Malta may help to
strengthen further the political ties between the two parties'.

rI. Africa, the Carribean, Indian and Pacific Oceans

(e) $qulg9r

145. Ihe concern to maintain unchanged the association relationship with
the AASM even while adapting these relations to the evolution proceeding

from the enlargement of the Community was expressed by Parliament at its
sitting of 9 l,tay Lg732. Furthermore Parliament, giving its opinion on the

6th general report on the activities of the Communities in Lg723, expressed

itself in the following terms:

'endorses the view of the European Commission that the association
with the AASItt should be strengthened and improved, and that no
weakening of its three fundamental elements of trade, financial
cooperation and institutions should be permitted'.

145. on the subject of the negotiations following on from the lpm6

Convention, Parliament4 reaffirmed 'its belief in the value of the
Association in view of the profound historical ties between Europe and

Africa and the importance of the two continents maintaining as constructive
a contact as possible in the modern era'. In noting 'with satisfaction that
44 states are currently negotiating with the Community', Parliament emphasized

that 'in addition to bringing in countries outside Africa, namely in the
Carribean, the Indian Ocean and the Pacific, thereby holding out a prospect
for a broader base for the Community's Association policy, this also brings up

the number of African States negotiating to the full number of those in
independent black Africa' .

(f) AcP countries

147. Under the terms of Protocol 22

offered the independent countries of
regulate relations with it according

to the Act of Accession the Comrnunity

the Commonwealth the opportunity to
to one of three formulas:

1o, 
"o. 

a
2_EUrOpean
3rbid, p.
4'European

299, 12.L2.L977, p.59.
Parliament, Resolutions L973-L974, p. 50

42

Parliament, Resolutions L974-L975 p. 11
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participation in an

as the one with the

conclusion of one or

associati.on convention on the same lines
AASM;

more separate association conventions;

- conclusion of comrnercial agireernents.

L4a. rn its resolution on the negotiations between the EEC and the
AcP countries on the renewal and enlargement of the associationr,
Parliament emphasized that 'ttre existi.ng form of cooperation between
the cornmunity and the AASI,T is the only practical example of development
poricy in the rrorrd to have a wide range of poricy instruments at
its disposal, based on the mutuar interests of arl the contracting
parties' and that 'the association is the result of a poritical
decision and that closer politicar and economic cooperation would in
the long run be beneficial to alI the partnerE,.

L49. Having affirmed its conviction that ,the association is helping
to break the present vicious circre of underdeveropment and thereby
to improve the degree of integration of the economies and the level
of supplies to the population, together with the socio_economic
infrastructure and the educational lever of the peopre, , parriament
welcomed the fact that 'the countries risted in protocor 22 have
decided in favour of an association with the EEC rather than the
si:nple conclusion of trade Agreements, .

150. The convention of rom6 between the EEC and some African,
caribbean and Pacific states sigmed on 29 February r975 came into
force on I April 1g75. rn its resorution of 16 october rg7s2,
Parliarnent pointed out that thig convention was the rogicar sequel
to the association poricy carried out by the community to date and
approved the community's innovatory policy which the convention
introduced in the spheres of commercial, industrial, financial and
technical cooperation.

ResoLutions 1974-197 5, p.L62

Resolutions 1975-197 6, p.L4L

1_.European

2_
.E;Uropean

Parliament,

Parliament,
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(4) cooperation

151. In a resolution on the Communitl"s c.,reia}l development cooperation
'l

policy-, Parliament, having st.resscd that 'tl:e Community and the Member

States, in grranting aid to devei-opi.ng countries, should on no account

interfere in the internal political. ai'fairs of such countries' , hoped

that 'the European Community wilI gr-'a<iua1Iy succeed in consolidating
its development cooperatj-on policy' .

152. In its resolutioir on the cooperation Agreements concluded between

the European Economic Community and tne R.epub1ic of Tunisia, the People's
Democratic Republic of Algeria a,n"l i:he Kingdom of Moroc.o2, Parliament
e>qgressed the opinion

'that these Agreernents bear witness to the Community's

desire to establish a rrew pattern of relations between

developed and developing states and io participate in
the creation of a ner,' world economic order corresponding
more closely to the interests of the latter' .

153. On the conclusion of a Cooperation Agreeroent between the Community

and the Lebanese Republic, Parliament expressed its opinion as follotrs on

the Community's policy in tire Mediterranean basin3,

'welcomes the Cooperation Agreenrent signed on 3 May 1977 between
the Community and the Lelcanese Rep':blic, which f otlov'red very
quickly after the conclusion of the Cooperation Agreements with
Egypt, Jordan and Syria, and approves the contents thereof;

notes with satisfaction Lhat lhe Communityns overall approach
to relations with the Mediterranean countries decided upon at
the Paris Summit Conference of 19 October 1972 has been rounded
off by the signing of thi-s AEreement' .

European Parliament, Resol.utions

European Parliament, Resoluti.;iis

OJ No. C 266, 7.11 .L977, p. 18.

L975-.\976, p" 35/36

1976-L977, p. ll.2.
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(s) Aid

154. The aid granted by the cornmunity is a further instrument of its
action at international level. Parliament has at various times given
its opinion on suppry of food aid, the consequences of the drought in
Africal, the free distribution of goods to disaster victim"r,-.iu a.
the Sahe1 countries affected by drought3, the neutralization of certain
international price movements for the most affected developing countries4,
the situation of refugees in rndochi..S, community financial and technical
aid to non-associated deveroping countriesO, the outcome of the worrd
Food conference and the community,s position as rellards a r.rorld food

7pol-r-cy .

I55. Referring to the "o*rrri."tion from
three-year indicative food aid programme
drew attention to the fact that

the Cornmi""*O corc erning a
(197? to lrglg)8', parliament

'the community's food-aid prognamme shourd be made an intogrrar
part of the common agricultural poricy and that the aid shourd
be arlocated with reference both to the needs and market
conditions in the recipient countries',,

and welcomed the commission's proposal to estabrish a medium-term
progranme arl0wing the community to grrant a substantial volume of
aid, while promoting in pararrel indigenous production.

(6) Accession to international conveqtions

156. Parliament has always advocated furt participation by the
community as such in the conclusion of international conventions.

2

3

4

5

6

7

I

Europ€an Parliarnent,

Ibid., p.96
Ibid, p.154
European Parliament,
European Parliament,
Ibid., p.65
Ibid., p.17O

European Parliarnent,

Resolutions 1973-197 4, p. 24

Resolutions 1974-1975, p.IOI
Resolutions I975-I97 6, p.28

Resolutions L976-1977, p. 156
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157. With reference to the participation of the Community in the
negotiations for the conclusion of a Convention for the prevention
of the pollution from land-based sources, Parliament r:rged the
Council to authorize the Commission h,"ithout delay to participate
in negotiations at the Paris conferenc.l *d e:cpressed itself in
the following terms in a later resolutiorr2,

'invites the Council to adopt a decision on the accession
by the Comnunity in its own name to the paris convention
for the prevention of marine pollution from land-based
sources i
believes that the Commission of the European Communities
shculd be represented in the Conunission set up by the
Paris convention where, for all matters falling within
the Community's sphere of competence, it should be

entitled to as many votes as there are Member States
sigmatories of the Convertion;
hopes that the Community will participate on similar
termE in all future conferences and conventions concerned
with the pollution of the Mediterranean,.

158. At its sitting of 13 December 1974 Parliament had the following
to say on the reduction of poJ.lution caused^by certain dangerous
substances discharged into Conrnunity watersJ,

'aware of the necessity to standardiEe the provisions on the aquatic
environment contained in the international conventions - the paris
convention, the strasbourg convention, the Rhine convention - and
to coordinate them with the community,s progrramme of action on
the environnont,

approves the proposal for a Decision which
coordinating the provisions of the various
aquatic environment,.

has the merit of
ConventionE on the

l"*op.an parliament,
zEo=op."r, parliament,
3rbid, p.178-L29.

Resolutions I973-197 4, p.LG3.
Resolutions 1974-1975, p. Ilg.
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159. fn the same spirit parliament derivered a favourable opinionl on the
conclusion by the community of the European convention for the protection
of international watercourses against pollution and approved the proposar
concernj-ng the accession of the community to the European convention for
the protection of animals during internationar transport2.

160. Reference may be made here to the resolution on the conclusion of
the European convention on the protection of farm animals3 in which
Parliament, w-hile accepting the principre of conclusion on beharf of
the Cornmunity, specifically stated that its approval

'of the concrusion of the convention by the community shall not be
talcen to incrude approvar of measures adopted by the community in
the framework of the Convention,.

16I- Finaliy, in its opinion on the conclusion of the Convention on the
protection of the Mediterranean sea against porlution and a protocor
on the prevention of the polrution of the Mediterranean sea by dumping
from ships and aircraft4, parliament having noted that the Community
had already signed the Convention on 13 September L976, declared that

'the ratification of this convention by the European Economic
community will make an important contribution to closi.ng the
gap in the system of protection of the sea,.

162. Parallel to this resolution is one on a ai.ective concerning
the dumping of wastes .t "".5 in which parliament ,notes that all
Itlember States have signed the London Convention, the globa1 agreement
on the dumping of wastes at sea, but that not arl of these Member
states have ratified it' and that ,various Member states have signed
three other international agrreements on the dumping of wastes at
sea - the Oslo Convention, the Barcelona Convention and the BaItic
convention - but that not alt of these Member states have ratified
them' and therefore

'e>presses the hope that the community will sign and ratify
the London, Oslo, Balt,ic and Barcelona Conventions,.

l"r.op".n parliament, Resolutions
2rbid, p.L49.
3oo too. c g3. 4.4.L977, p.43
4Errop""n Parliament, Resolutions
5"rr.op""r, parliament, Resolutions

L975-L976, p.10.

1976-1977, p.119
1976-1977, p. 149
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(7) Participation in the work of international orqanizations

153. Use of this instrument of action in the international sphere is
palticularly frequent as can be seen from the number of resorutions
adopted by Parliament on the subject.

At its sitting of 18 November L976, parliament, giving its opinion
on the proposal from the Commission to the Council concerning a decision
adopting the annual report on the economic situation in the Community

and laying down the economic policy gruidelines for Lg77L drew attention
to

'the Comrnunity's share of responsibility for the world economy

as a whole and for its weaker Members in particular and believes
that everything should be done to enable the Community, in
accordance with the letter (Article 116, EEc Treaty) and the
spirit of the Trqaties, to take up a conunon position at
international meetings' .

(a) gtlg

164. Parliament attaches great importance to respect for the principles
of the United Nations Charter. In a resolution on the economic situation)
in the Community', it called for 'vj.gilance in ensuring that neither
the banking system nor any other economic sector is affected by any
discrimination contrary to the spirit of the EEc rreaty or to to the
principles enunciated in the UN Charter'.

165. As to participation by the community in the work of the united
Nationg, Parliament has affirmed the need for this on various oceagions:

- in a resolution on the legal aspects of participation by the
European Communities in the work of the various UN bodies3,
Parliament maintained that 'the European Community must,
within the matters relating to the Community sphere as
defined by the Treaties aforesaid, be recognized as a

single entity in all international bodies' and that
'the European Community alone can enter into obligations
with third countries in matters which are its sole
responsibility and guarantee their fulfilment' ;

I- European Parliament, Resolutions 1976-1977, p. 143
')j European Parliament, Resolutions 1975 - L976, ;s.7

European Parliament, Resolutions L973 - L974, p.98
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- on the subject of the Community's overall development cooperation
't

policy-, Parliament urged 'that the Community as such play an active
and constructive part in current r.rcrk within the United Nations on

the definition of a new economic order';

- referring to the third United Nations Conference on the Law of the
2

Sea-, Parliament welcomed the fact that 'the Community will
participate as such on certain matters falling within its
comPetencer .

165. In its resolution of 15 iune 1976 on the situation in Lebanon3,

Parliarnent having deeply regretted 'that the Corununity as sueh has,onee

agrain proved'unable to take concrete steps that uight have led to a cease-

fire and restored peace' , urged

'the Council and the Governments of the Member States to coordinate
their positions and their actions, especially within the lJU, so as to put
into irunediate effect any measure which might prevent the conflict
spreading and bring about a return to the peaceful dialogrue which alone

can lead to an acceptable solution to the current serious problems'.

L67 - Finally, on the outcome of the Seventh Special SesEion of the IIN
c€neral Assembly on development probl"*s4, Parliament e)q)ressed itself
in the following terms:

'believes that it is imperative for the Member States of the EEC

in future to intensify their efforts towards coordination and

harmonization of development aid and to restrain their own

interests for the benefit of the Community, and in this
connection views the Notth-South conference in Paris and

the forthcoming fourth IINCIAD confere rce in Nairobi as an

important test for the Community'.

(b ) 
-cgglrgl-I_ 9_r_ _ngl ggg

168. 1rhe Community participates actively in the work of the Council of
Eu.rope and in order to facilitate eontacts and exchanges of information
between the Council of Europe and the Community, the Committee of
I'linisters of the Council of Europe has set up a council of Europe

liaison office in Brussels5.

l",r:rop."r, Partiament, Resolutions Lg75-Lg7 6, p.36
2uo"op""r, Parliament, Resolutions Lg7 4-irgl5, p.59
3Errop."r, Parliament, Resolutions Lg76-Lg77, P.44
4"rrrop."r, Parliament, Resolutions I975-1976, p.2O7
5*ir,tt General Report, p.244
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159. Parliament has come out in favour of the conclusion by Lhe Community
of the EuroPean Convention on the protection of farm animalsl promoted by
the Council of Europe. ft has also, in its resolution on the European
Convention on the Suppression of Terrorism2, called upon the Governments ard
Parliaments of the l,Iember States of the'Community to patif,y immediately the
European Convention on the Suppression of Terrorism drawn up within-the frame-
work of the Council of Europe

L7O. The most recent case of effective collaboration between th€ Council of
Europe and the Community concerns Parlia.nent's current work on the commission
proposal for a directive concerning liability for defective products3. The
provisions of this directive are such that they can be incorporated into the
EuroPean convention on product liability in regard to personal injury and
death drawn up by the council of Europe and open for signature from 27

January L977 to all l.lember States of the Council of Europe.

c) oEcD

l7l. rn a resolution for the Conference of Heads of stat€ or Government
held in Paris on 9 and ro December L974, parliament carled ,pono an.
conference to decide on the creation of an overalr community policy
designed to

'-implement a community energy and raw materials poricy
to safeguard suppries, whire maintaining the necessary
solidarity, and to organise a dialogue between the producer
and consumer countries,. a precondition for a common
energy policy and for successful cooperation between the
energ'!, producing and energy consuming countries is fu1l
participation by the European cornmunity in the oEcD
International Energ1/ Supply Agency,.

172. Referring to the conclusion of an internationar agreement by
Member states of the oEcD to safegruard energy suppries and to set up an
international petroleum supply "r.rr.ru, 

parliament considered:

I o; rqo. c 83, 4.4.Lg77, p. 43

2 ,,rrop""., Parliament, Resolutions irg76-1977, p. 197

3 Do. . 351/76

4 Er.op""n Parliament, Resolutions 1974-L975, p. 155

5 Err.op""r, Parliament, Resolutions 1974-1975, p. 165
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'it inadequate for the Europ""r, *,.nities to pray the rore of
a mere observer in the oEcD, and therefore urges the councir
to take immediate steps to ensure that the European communities
accede to this agreement as soon as possible and apply for
fuII membership of the international petroleum supply agency
to be set up in the OECD, the creation of which meets with
its approval' .

r73. rn its resolution of 20 April L977 on sea tranEport problems in
Tthe community-, Parliament formutated the principre whereby

'the community must develop a common prograrnme of action against
flag discrimination in collaboration with those international
organizations which, like the oECD, are arready tackring these
problems'.

174. On the proposal for a directive on aid to shipbuilding, Parliament
stre ssed2

'the need to conclude international agreements under the aegis
of the OECD andrlor through bilateral agreements between the
Corununity and the major shipbuilding countries, to ensure the
survival of the shipbuilding industry within the Cornmunity'.

d) g4g

I75. In the resolution on aid to the Sahel countries affected by
?

drought-, Parliament hoped

'that the Community will take the necessErry measures to set uP,

in cooperation with the appropriate international bodies and

the FAO in particular, a world food plan not only to make up

deficits foreseeable in the short term, but also, and above all,
to re-establish food crop equilibrium and security of food

supplies, in terms of both quantity and quality, in the

countries whose structures are threatened'.

OJ No. C 1I8, 16.5.1977, p. 42

Doc. 465/77. p. 5

European Parliament, Resolutions 1973-1974, p. 156
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L76. In the section dealing with public health of its resolution on the

sixth General Report by the Commission on the activities of the

Communities in Lg72L Parliament urged the Council 'to take immediate action
concerning the Commission's proposals so that Community action in the field
can provide a decisive stimulus to the preparation, at world level, of the

Programme on Food Standards (in the framework of FAO and WHO)'.

177. In its resolution on the outcome of the World Food Conference and on

the Community's position as regards a world food policy2, Parliament stressed
,the importance of the World Food Conference, which - constituting a first
step towards internationat consultation in this sphere - has made it possible
to view the food problem in a world-wide context' and expressed the opinion

'that the Community ought to participate actively in the work of
the WorId Food Council, which presupposes recognition of the Corununity
as a fu1I rember and the immediate adaptation of the internal rules
of that Council' .

(e) It€

178. Cooperation between the Communities and the International Labour

Organisation dates back to the beginnings of the Community. Formal

cooperation agreements were concluded between the ECSC and the II,o in
19533 and between the EEC and EAEC and the ILO in 19594.

179. In the resolution on the third report from the Commission on the
possibilities and difficulties of ratification by the l{ember States of the
first list of conventions concluded within other international organisations
in the fields of social legislation and labour J-egislation, and on relations
between the European Communities and the International Labour Organisations,
Parliament noted

'that the objectives of the International Labour Organisation and
those of the European Comnunity in the socia I fiel-d largely coincide
and therefore believes both for reasons of principle and for practical
reasons that, in this area, cooperation between the two institutions
should be as close as possible' .

I".rron."r, Parliament, Resolutions
2Er-,=op".r, Parliament, Resolutions
3oJ No. LL/53.
4o.l No. 27/59 and 181161.
5o., No. c rr8, 16.5. Lg77, p. 48.

1973-L974,
L975-L976,

p.

P.

37.
171.
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(t) Q!!95_9tsg!lge!19!s_

180. Turning to the subject of other internat,ional organizations, Parliament
has dealt in its resolutions with cultural cooperation arranged by IIS|'ESCOI,

reform of the world monetary system by the MF2, the need for the IIrtF to give
more attention to the interests of developing countries3, NATO security

4qpoIicry', coordination of air transport by IATA', Eurocontrol's responsibilities
for air traffic safety6, Community participation in the International Fund for
Agricultural Development (ffeO;7 and close co1la'boration with the ltrlorld Health
organj-zation (wHO)8.

8. Multilateral neqotiations and conferences

a) 91rI
181. In the section on external economic relations of its resolution of

o
9 I'lay L973'on the Sixth General Report by the Commission, Parliament urged

'the Commission and the Council of Ministers to make, according to
their respective competences, a constructive contribution to the
forthcoming trade negotiations in GATT in order to achieve the
harmonious expansion and further liberalization of world trade on a
reciprocal basis'.

182. As Parliament made clear in its resolution of 4 July 1923 on the
Community's approach to the multilateral negotiations in eerio, the purpose
of these negotiations is not to solve any specific problem, but the ultimate
aim is the social and economic development of all the countries involved,
whether industrialized or developing'.

Parliament therefore declared that, 'the Community's objective in these
negotiations is to establish a more outward-looking. balanced and fairer
system of international trade' .

lEurop.un Parliament, Resolutions Lg73-Lg74, p. 44.
2rbid., p. 64.
3"orop."r, ParLiament, Resolutions L975-L976, p. 2O7.
4Errop."r, Parliament, Resolutions L973-L974, p. 12O.
5-bid., p. 15.
6Er-,rop""r, Parliament, Resolutions L975-L976, p. 155"
7
European Parliament, Resolutions L976-1977, p. 2I

I
OJ No. C 83, 4.4.L977, p. 44.

gErrotr*"., Parliament, Resolutions tgll-IJ'lq, p. 4L.
1oruia., p. 85.
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183. In its resolution of 30 April 1975 on

the. autonomous conmon customs tariff duties
Parliament invited the Commission

the temporary suspension of'I
on certain agricultural Products ,

,with a view to bringing about a much-needed increase in the su.pply of
certain agricultural products little produced within the Cornmunity,
from now on to employ in the first place the instrument of generalized
preferences and negotiations within the framework of GATT with regard
to exports of these products from developing countries, and also to
take account of the interests of the processing industry in those
countries' .

Lg4. Referring more specifically to the Comnunity's position in the C,ATT

negotiations, Parliament, having welcomed2 'th" opening of the new multilateral
negotiations in GATT, which demonstrate the desire of the participating
countries to oppose the disorganization of world trade and to give a new

impetus to international trade exchanges', requested the Commission 'to
advocate liberalization of international trade based on the prinoiple of

reciprocity between all countri6E' .

lB5. l,lore recently, on the subject of economic and trade relations between

the European community and Japan3 , Parliament took the view that- 'nolwithstan-
ding the differences of opinion that have arisen in recent years in the trade
sector, the two parties have to face similar challenges and difficulties,
which implies a community of interests' and expressed the hope

'that given this community of interests, widespread cooperation will be
possible between the two parties, especially in multilateral maiters
(North-South dialogue and GATI for instance) and also in the areas of
energ'y policy, research and pollution control'.

b) UNCTAD

186. Referring to the problems of development and cooperation on which it
gave its opinion in its resolution of 9 Uay 19234, Parliament accepted that
during the Third IrN Congress on Trade and Development at Santiago bhe

Member States

'were not able to carry through, as a Community, a coherent policy
towards the developing countries'

and therefore pointed to

l-_European
2tbid., p.

3 o.l rto. c
A'European

Parliament, Resolutions
64.

63, 4.4.L977, p. 25.
Parliament, Resolutions

L975-L976, p. 40.

L973-L974, p- 42.
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,the need for the Council to lay down, as soon as possible, initi-al
guidelines for a general community policy towards the developing
iountries, and to note the implications for the Community's internal
PolicY' "

1'J7. parliament then went on, in its Resolution of 14 May 19741. to

request the Commission 'to submit proposals for speeial aid to the least-

developed countries along the lines of the recomrnendations made at the

Third UNCTAD Conference' .

188. In its resolution on the preparation, conduct and outcome of the

fourth United Nations Conference on Trade and Develop*"rrt2, Parliament

emphasised that 'UNCTAD, for all its faults, is the world's major forum

for discussions of questions relating to development and therefore hopes

that the EEC will not be limited to an observer's role''

Ig9. It was in this spirit that Parliament in its resolution of 19 April
L977 on the Community's supplies of raw materials- urged

'the Council and the Commission to engure that, for the future
work of UNCTAD and the North-South dlalogrue, in whleh it must

play a major role in encouraging, the Community, acknowledging

the importance of these conferences for the security and terms

of its supply, should adopt a common position without delay',

whilst in its resolution of 20 April L977 on sea transport problems in the
4 ..community-, 'in view of the great importance of sea transport for the

Community's trade and in particular i-ts relations with third countries', it
put forward the following principle:

the Community must evolve and adopt, particularly in UNCTAD,

a common position as regrards countrj-es wanting to build up

their own rnerchant fleets'.

c) Conferences

l_90. In a resolution on the preparation of the conference on international-
economic cooperations, Parlian.:nt e)q)ressed its conviction 'of the nead for
the Community to speak with a. singlet, voice on such occasions' and urged all
Member States to concert their views in preparation for this conference.

1 E,.,rop""r, Parliament, Resolutions 1974-1g75,
2 u,rrop.un Parliament, Resolutions tg76-1977,

' o, *o. c 118, 16.5.rgi7, p. za
o ,ria, p. 4l

p.

P.

53

111

t 
"r.o*"r, 

Parliament Resolutions 1975-]r976, p. 144
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19I. Ivlore recently, in its resolution on the state of the North-South
1

dialogue- Parliament e:<Pressed itself in these terms:

'therefore elq)ects the Comrnunity to demonstrate clearly its
determination to reach a positive conclusion, particularly
as regards the debts of the developing countrj-es and the need

to preserve their purchasing power' .

L92. Referring to the outcome of the World Food Conf-erence and the
Communities' position as regards a world food policy, Parliament
maintained2 that'by submitting an outline for an agreement on cereals
- which includes in particular a storage system - the EEC has made a

positive start to the international discussions on this matter'. It went
on to call on the Community and its Member States 'to participate as

soon as possible in the International Fund for Agrricultural Development,

and welcorned 'the decision of the Council and the l,lerrlcer States to join
the Worldwide Food and Agrriculture Information and Ear1y-warning Syetem,
these two bodies being essential to ensure world food security'.

193. parliament had atready made known its viewE on the community,E

participation in the third United Nations Conference on the Law of the

Sea in its resolution of 11 ,lune 19743. The Sixth Session of this
conference which opened in New York on 23 May L977 was preceded - drrring
Parliament's sitting of 13 May - by a resolutiorrn in which Parliament
stated:

'considers it essential, however, for the Conmunity as such

to take an increasing part in the Conference, since the
guestions to be discussed concern in whole or in part
sectors irr which the Community has sole competence to
draw up Community-wide regulations and to contract
obligations vis-i-vis third countries;

draws attention to the need for Member States to make all
necessary efforts to ensure the adoption by the Conference

of a provision, such as that pioposed on behalf of the
Community at the Fifth Session in September L976, under

which the Community as such would be able to become a party
to the future Convention'.

1 Et,rop""n Parliament, Resolutions 1976- Ig77 , p. 105
2 Errrop."r, Parliarnent, Resolutions lg75-1976, p. 171
3 

"rrrop""n 
Parliarnent, Resolutions tg74-Lg75, p. 59

4 o, *o. c 133 , 6.6.Lg77, p. 50
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L94. As regards environmental matters, Parliament adopted a resolution
on the outcome of the Fourth International Parliamentary Conference on the
Environment held in Kingston (Jamaica) from L2 to 14 April 19751. In this
resolution Parliarnent

'once more calls upon the European Conuurnities as a whole to
prepare, in consultation with other governments and interna-
tional organizations, worldwide environmental protection pro-
grarnmes based on existing programmes in the Cornmunity, since
active participation by the Cornrnunities in the drawing up of
international agreements on the protection of the environment
can only serve to enhance their reputation in the world'.

195. In a resolution on the participation of the Cornmunity as such at
the f,estern Economic Sumrnit held in Ipndon on 6 and 7 May 1977,

Parliament2, having recalled 'the undertaking given by the European

Council of L2 and 13 .Tuly j-976 after the Puerto Rico Conference to
respect Community procedures and systems at international conferences',
insisted

'that the Community as such - Council and Commission - be repre-
sented at the forthcoming western Economic Summit in London'.

g. Accession of third States to the Communities

196. Parliament has always considered the accession of new EuroPean

States to the Community as a positive factor for the Conmrunity itself
and for Europe. It expressed this belief in its resolrrtion on the Sixth
ceneral Report on the activitj.es of the Communities in Lg723 in the

following terms:

'welcomes the accession to the Communities on I .Tanuary 1973 of the
Kingdom of Denmark, the Republic of lreland, and the United Kingdom
of creat Britain and Northern Ireland and hopes that this enlargement
of the communities will provide a new impetus for European integration
which will enable Europe to better fulfil its responsibilities in the
world' .

L97. Irlith regard to creece which submitted an application for accession

to the Community on 12.Tune 1975, Parliament had already declared atlits
sitting of 26 September L9744 z

'expresses its hope that Greece will become a fuIl Member of the
European Economic Community as soon as the development of its
economy permits this' .

1 oJ *o. c rr8 , 16.5.1977, p. t2
2 o, No. c 93, r8.4.1977, p. 3

3 
"ul.op..n 

Parliament, Resolutions Lg73-Lg74, p. 33
4 

"rrrop"un 
Parliament, Resolutions 1974-1975, p. 127
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198, With regard to Portugal which also submitted an application for
accession to the Conununity on 28 March L977, Parliament, in its resolution
of 11 April Lg75, on the situation in Portugall, r"called 'that the European
Community has always closed the doors to any prospects of accession by the
previous authoritarian r6gime in Portugal'.

t99. Biter the ehange ia the poJ.itleal elfumte ln Portugal, at thc sitting
of 16 September 1977 Parliament adopted a resolution on economic and trade
relations between the European corununity and Portugal2. After emphasizing
'the advantages for both parties of strengthening and extending their
economic, trade and cooperation relations', Parliament defined the role of
the Corumrnity in the accession negotiations in these terms:

'affirms that the establishment of the economic conditions neees-
sary for Portugal to attain full membership of the EEC is thejoint responsibility of both parties, .

200. Referring to the situation in Spain, parliament in its
resolution of 25 september 19753 had invited ,the commission and the
council to freeze existing relations until such time as freedom ard
democracy are established in Spain,.

201. Recalring this resolution, parliament in a further resorution
dof 12 May 1975'reiterated'its desire to see spain join the European

community when it has evorved towards a genuinely democratic regime'
on condition that individual, political and trade union freedoms are
restored.

1 Errrotr-.., Parliament, Resolutions 1975-Lg76, p. 29

' o, *o. c 24L, lo.ro .1977, p. 48
3 

"u.op."n 
parliament, Resolutions irgl5-1976, p. 130

4 ,rrrop""n parliament, Resolutions LgTG-Lg77, p. 3O
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2O2. Lastly, Parliament's interest in
tiations is borne out in the folloling
of L2 October L977:

the progress of the accession nego-
'l

resolution-, adopted at the sitting

'The European Parliament,
- aware of the politial and economie importance of the accession of

the new countries that have applied for membership of the European

Community,

- anxious to follorv the development of the accession negotiations,
1. fnstructs the Commission to report regularly to Parliament on

the stage reached in the negotiations'.

10. Actions within the framework of the external policy
of the Nine

2O3. with reference
tirelessly urged that
be included in those

to the Community's external
this instrurnent of defence

used for Comrnunl ty action at

policy, Parliament has

of its ovtrn interests should
international leve1.

204. In its resolution on the activities of the Communities in Lg722,

Parliaraent welcomed 'the progtress that has already been made concerning
the development of concerted Community attitudes toyrards major foreign
policy issues, within the framework of th€ Politj-cal Committee, notably
with respect to the preparation of the'forthcoming conference on

Security and Cooperation in Europe'.

ft further considered
'that the community should play an increasingly active
role concerning world developments such as the new

political and economic relations to be established
with the United States, the promotion of lasting Peace
in the l4iddle East, aid to the developing countries,
and the solution of environmental problems, and, also,
that the Comrnunity should make a positive contribution
to the Conference on Security and Cooperation in EuroPe

and its follow-up, and looks to the Commission to
initiate courag€ous proposals concerning problems of
this kind which it hopes that the Council will
implement' .

O.T No. C 266, 7.ll .L977, p. 28

European Parliarnent, Resolutions 1973-1974, p. 34/35
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2O5. Turning to the outcome of tle Conferenee of Heads of State or
Government held in Copenhagen on 14 and 15 December 1973 and on measures

taken as a reeultf, Parliament e:<pressed grratification

'with the principles of European identity solemnly affirmed by
the Heads of State or @vernment, but insists that they should
rapidly be made tangible by more efficient and compelling
procedures for common action, particularly in the field of
foreigrn policy and defence' .

206. On the subject of the Conference on Security and Cooperation in
Europe (CSCE), Parliament in its resolution of 9 ApriL Lg752 strongly
urged 'the Governments of the nine lvlember States of the European

Community, having due regard to the legal bases and objectives of the
Rome and Paris Treaties,

'to ensure that any follow-up negotiations concerning issues
for which competence has been transferred from the l.lember

States to the Community are conducted by the Commission

of the European CommunitieE'.

2O7. fn its resolution on the preparatory meeting of 15 ,fune 1977 in
Belgrade as provided for by the Final Act of the Helsiriki Conference on

Security and Cooperation in Europe3, Parliament, 'having regard to the role
played by the Governments of the Nine and the European Community in the
preparation of a joint approach to the questions discussed during the

Helsiriki and Geneva Conferences', urged the nine Governments of the Member

States and the Corunission of the ELlropean Corununities

'1. to ensure that each of the IO principles set out in the
Final Act is respected by all the Governments of the
participant States;

to ensure that priority is given to the full implementation
of all the decisions taken at Helsinki'.

2.

1_IJuropean

2_L;Uropean

30, No. c

Par liament Resolutions

Parliament, Resolutions

133, 6.6.L977, p.32

L973-L974, p.177

L975-L976, p.22
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208. Gojng on to consider developments in the I,{iddle East, parlianent in
its resolution on the meeting between the president of the Arab Republic of
Egypt and the Head of the Government of the state of rsraerl, adopted on
15 December 1977:

'urgently appeats to the commrnity institutions and the governments
of the Member states to encouragq, within the framework of community
activities and of European political cooperation, progres,s towards
the establishment of a just and rasting peace in the niddle East, .

2O9. Lastly, parliament
political cooperation2,
among other things

expressed
requesting

L3 .L2.L977

Resolutione 1976-1977, p. 189

views in greater detail on European
goverrunents of the lr[ember States,

its
the

'to instruct the foreign minieters to seek agreement on the poritical
and related aspects of negotiations with third countries before the
councir of Ministers gives a rnandate to the commission to open nego-
tiations and to estabrish this mandate in the light of an orientation
debate held by parlianent,

and

'to ensure that the Cornrnission represents the Cornmunity in aII major
multilateral economic negotiations follorring agreement by the foreign
ministers on the political and related aspects of such negotiations,.

' o o-.
2Lo- As an example of parliament's contribution to the comrnunity,e
relations at international level, mention may be made of parliarnent,s
resolution on the present state of economic and commercial relations
between the community and the united states of Americat:

'notes with gatisfaction that the gix-monthry meetings between
the delegations from the American Congrrese and the European
Parriament have created a better underetanding of the attitudes
prevailing on both sides of the Atrantic and considers it vital
for these meetings to be continued in order to improve even
further the rerationship between the united states and the
Community' .

1 working Doc. 423,/77, 6.L2.Lg77
2 working Doc. 427/77,
3 E,rrop""n Parliament,

See minutes (Doc. PE 51.758), p. 30
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VII. CONCLUSIC,NS

2LL. Although the European Comnunities take their place in the general
framework of international organizations, they have specific features which
distingruish them clearly from the classical type of international organLza-
tion.

212. The community's international legal pohrers are based on the provisions
of the treaties. The Court of Justice of the European CoruRrnities has, in
various judgments, and in opinions delivered pursuant to the second subpara-
graph of Article 228(L) of the EEc Treaty, made it clear that the corurunities
are emposrered to rTegotiate and conclude agreements with third countries and

with international organizatione.

213. The Corumrnities have various instruments for action in international
relations. This wide range of po,vers, which can be strengthened and extended,
should be fully used to ensure that the Community is constantly and fruit-
fully represented in international matters. Here an increasingly important
rolc ie beipg played by cooperation between the l4ember States on foreign
pollcy.

2L1. fhG Eurolxan Parliament haE always supported the Communities' action in
international affairs as is demonstrated by the countless resolutions in
which it has given its opinion on the Comnunities' position on European or
world affairs. It therefore reaffirms the need for participation by
Parliament in the Communities' acts in international law in line with its
budgetary po^rers and the need for democratic control.
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